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Steens Mountain in SE Oregon is part of the northern Basin and Range Province,

and represents a horst tilted about 100 to the west that is bounded to the east by a high

angle, NNE trending normal fault. The minimum displacement is about 1200 m. Volcanic

rocks, exposed along the eastern escarpment, range from basalt to high-silica rhyolite. By

establishing a stratigraphy and determining chemical variations in the volcanic rock

sequence underlying Steens Mountain Basalt, it was possible to evaluate the origin of this

volcanism and the role of crustal contamination, explain its chemical variation with time,

and relate the chemical evolution to extensional processes. The necessary chemical data

were obtained by X-ray fluorescence, electron microprobe, and instrumental neutron

activation analyses; field mapping provided information about stratigraphy and structure.

The oldest units are lake sediments which are overlain by a volcanic rock sequence

that proceeded from early rhyolitic tuffs to rhyolitic lava flows, dacites, andesites, and

culminated with the eruption of Steens Mountain Basalt (S MB). All stratigraphic units are

tilted to the NW or SW to various degrees. Early sediments and rhyolitic tuffs are tilted as

much as 25°; whereas younger andesites (15° tilt), and SMB (5-10° tilt) overlie the older

units unconformably. The stratigraphy and mapped unconformities indicate that active,

volcanic episodes alternated with episodes of erosion and block tilting. Tilting events are



thought to be connected to extensional tectonics, and the maximum extension for the Steens

Mountain area is estimated to be 30%.

Relationships between basalt, andesites, dacites, and rhyolites of the Steens

Mountain volcanic suite are complex. Crystal fractionation alone cannot relate the different

rocks to each other. Trace element chemistry of intermediate compositions requires

fractional crystsllization plus large degrees of assimilation and magma mixing. Magma

mixing is also suggested by different plagioclase populations and zoningpatterns in

plagioclase and dinopyroxene phenocrysts from intermediate rock compositions. The role

of assimilation is greater in the andesites and that of mixing in the dacites. The silicic

mixing partner has to be extremely low in rare earth elements. Rhyolites are not directly

related to the rest of the suite, but are related to each other by crystal fractionation. They

most likely evolved from a partial melt of depleted crust (probably lower crust) by

fractionation.

Assimilation coupled with fractionation and simple magma mixing are typical

magma processes for major metaluminous volcanic suites in the Basin and Range and

elsewhere. These processes decrease the density of stagnated basaltic melts and

subsequently increase their buoyancy. Extension triggers the ascent of mafic magma, but

small amounts of extension alone do not increase the mean crustal density enough for

basalts to rise to the surface. Increasing the crustal density by injection of mafic plutons and

extension is able to produce a shift in volcanism from intermediate to more basaltic

compositions as seen at Steens Mountain, where the influence of crustal material decreases

upwards in the volcanic sequence.
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Geology and Petrologic Evolution of Silicic and
Intermediate Volcanic Rocks underneath

Steens Mountain Basalt; SE Oregon

Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Objectives
The goal of this research project was to establish the stratigraphy, structure and

chemical variation with time of the siicic to intermediate volcanic rocks in the Steens

Mountain area in order to understand the origin of this volcanism. The chemical

composition of the volcanic rocks depends on many different factors, such as mantle and

crust composition, magma chamber processes, and interactions between ascending melt

and crust. A goal was to evaluate the influence of these factors on chemical variations in the

volcanic suite, and model its chemical variations. Basalt to dacite compositions can be
modeled as one volcanic suite because they are close in time and space. Dacites and

andesites erupted between 22 and 19 Ma ago and the first Steens Mountain Basalt (SMB)

about 18 Ma ago (Hart & Carlson, 1985; Minor et al., 1987). To use a SMB parent for
modeling intermediate melt compositions can also be justified because a thin basalt lava
flow in the oldest rock formation (>25 Ma) has a composition like SMB and indicates

therefore that mantle-derived mafic melts had similar chemical characteristics over a long

period of time. The eruption of SMB between 12 and 18 Ma (Hart & Carlson, 1985, 1987)

and their fairly homogenize REE concentrations (Helmke & Haskin, 1973) supports this

observation. Rhyolites in the area, which are as old as 25.3 Ma, are modeled separately.

This study is important because it will provide insight into early extensional

processes in the Basin and Range Province. Understanding the chemical evolution in the

Steens Mountain volcanism may also help to understand tectonic processes in this area,

because the two are often closely related to each other (e.g., Glazner & Ussler, 1988;

Glazner, 1989; Gans et al. 1989; Feeley & Grunder, 1991).

To accomplish this project I prepared a detailed geological map, stratigraphic

columns, structural profiles, geochemical analyses, thin sections, and mineral separations

for radiometric dating. The chemical data were obtained by X-ray fluorescence (XRF),

electron microprobe, and instrumental neutron activation analyses (INAA).



1.2 Geographic and Tectonic Setting
My mapping area (Fig. 1.1) is located in the southern Steens Mountains between

118°37' 30" to 118°43'07" W, and42° 16'54" to42°26'07" N. Thel2km2areais on
the eastern flank of Steens Mountain, which is a horst related to Basin and Range block

faulting. It has high relief; 'The Peaks' at the western margin reach 2137 m, whereas the
Alvord Desert area on the eastern side lies at 1240 m. The eastward slope has several fault

terraces and is the origin of many little creeks. Only Carlson Creek and Bone Creek have

steep canyons and cut deeply into older rock units.

Steens Mountain is part of the northern Basin and Range Province, which is

bordered to the east by the N-NW trending Oregon-Nevada lineament, to the north by the

Blue Mountain province, and to the west by the Cascades.

The N-NW trending Oregon-Nevada lineament is divided into the northern Nevada
rift, western Snake River Plain and feeder dikes of the Columbia River Basalts (CRB's)
(Fig. 1.2). Carlson and Hart (1987) describe the Oregon Plateau (Fig. 1.2) as an area of

young continental crust. They suggest that westward migration of the Juan de Fuca Ridge

was important for the creation of the Oregon Plateau. This caused the westward shift of arc

volcanism and released the area behind from compressional stress. At the western
boundary of the Archean craton mantle material rose. This zone of weakness marks the

eastern margin of the plateau (Zoback and Thompson, 1978) and is equivalent to the

Oregon-Nevada lineament.

Prior to 20 Ma, volcanism in the Oregon Plateau was dominated by intermediate to

siicic magmatism presumed to relate to subduction along the western margin of the

continent (Hart & Carlson, 1987). The earliest extension in the Oregon Plateau (Fig. 1.2)
took place between 21 and 24 Ma ago along the NW trending Orevada rift (Rytuba &

Conrad, 1981). The Oregon-Nevada lineament was active between 17 and 14 Ma, during

which time the main portion of CRB's and Steens Mountain basalts were erupted. After a

change in stress orientation from NE-SW to E-W extension at 17 Ma (Eaton, 1982; Hart &

Carison, 1987), magmatism changed to dominantly bimodal volcanism in the Columbia

Plateau, Oregon Plateau, and Snake River-Yellowstone area (Fig. 1.2). Later from 14 to 10
Ma, extensional deformation in the Great Basin area was influenced by transform motion

along the western margin of North America that developed by northward migration of the

Mendocino triple junction (Barrash & Venkatakrishnan, 1982). At this time silicic

magmatism occurred along the Oregon-Idaho border and along the Orevada rift (Armstrong

& Leeman, 1971; Mac Leod et al., 1976; Christiansen and Mc Kee, 1978). About 10 Ma

ago the Pacific plate changed its spreading direction from E-W to NW-SE relative to the

Juan de Fuca Plate (Barrash & Venkatakrishnan, 1982). At the same time, 11-10 Ma, the
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Fig. 1.2: Extent of the four main physiographic provinces of the northern USA dominated
by Cenozoic volcanism, and major fault and rift zones (modified after Hart & Carison,

1987); Vale (V), Brothers (B), Eugene-Denio (ED), and McLoughlin (M) fault zones after

Lawrence (1976) and Wells (1979). Orevada rift (OVR) after Rytuba & Conrad (1981),

northern Nevada rift (NNR) after Zoback and Thompson (1978), and Blue Mountains

(BM), western Snake River Plain (WSRP), and Columbia River feeder dikes in the Chief
Joseph swarm (CJ) after Camp et al. (1982).



silicic volcanism in SE Oregon started to migrate northwestward (MacLeodet aL, 1976).

Despite continuing extension, magmatic activity has greatly diminished in the past 6 Ma
(Eaton, 1982). At about 2 Ma, a major extrusion (e.g., Jordan Valley alkaline basalts) in

Oregon occurred north of the ancient Orevada rift zone (Hart & Carison, 1987).

The dominant structural features of the northern Basin and Range area are N-NE

and NW trending faults. The NW trending faults (Vale, Brothers, Eugene-Denio,

McLoughlin) cross and partly terminate the major N-NE trending normal faults (Lawrence,

1976; Carison & Hart, 1987; Clayton, 1989) (Fig. 1.1). NW trending faults are interpreted

by Lawrence (1976) to be right lateral, strike-slip faults with some tens of kilometers of

offset. Clayton (1989) investigated the Brothers fault zone and found only normal sense of

displacement. He suggested that the dextral shear between extension in the Basin and

Range area and the stable Blue Mountain area to the north is accommodated by additional

E-W trending normal faults, for which he found evidence near Horse Ridge.

1.3 Regional Geology
The S teens Mountains are bordered on the east side by a steep normal fault with an

unknown amount of down-to-the-east offset. North of the study area, the displacement in

the higher Steens Mountains, as documented by the relief, is at least 2000 m. The whole

Steens block is slightly tilted to the west by 5100. In the north, the fault block is bordered

by the NW-SE trending Brothers fault zone. To the south, the Steens Mountains are

separated from the Pueblo Mountains by a NW-SE trending normal fault (Fig. 1.1). Hot

springs and historic earthquakes (e.g.,1990-1981 of ML<5, Eddington et al. 1987) in the

Alvord Desert area indicate ongoing activity. Seismic refraction data indicate that the crustal

thickness in central Oregon is about 37 km, whereas the crust in northwestern Nevada is

thinned to about 32 km (Catching, 1990). The momentary horizontal deformationat the

Oregon-Nevada border, calculated from 71 earthquakes, is 0.2 mm/a for WNW-ESE

oriented extension (Eddington et al., 1987), but paleostrain rates may have been different.

The mountain ranges are dominated by voluminous Tertiary volcanic rocks and

minor sedimentary rocks. The well-known S teens Basalt covers an area of 75,000 km2 and

has a volume of 30,000-35,000 km3 (Mankinen et al., 1987). The flows are time

equivalent to the Columbia River Basalt, the Owyhee Basalt, and the Snake River Basalt.

The underlying Alvord Creek Formation, Pike Creek Formation, and Steens

Mountain Volcanics (Andesitic Series ) have no obvious equivalents in the surrounding

area. They contain rhyolites, dacites, and andesites, which will be described in the section

below. Major unconformities exist between the Pike Creek Formation and Steens Mountain
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volcanjcs (Andesitic Series), and between Steens Mountain volcanics andSteens Basalt
(Minor et al., 1987a, 1987b, 1987c).

1.4 Previous Work

1.4.1 The Pre-Steens Basalt Section
Fuller (1931) gives a good detailed description of the different volcanic flows,

tuffs, vents, and their petrography and mineralogy at Steens Mountain. His descriptions are

mainly from the area between Indian Creek and Willow Creek, northwest of Alvord Desert.

The lowest stratigraphic units are stratified siicic tuffs called the Alvord Creek Beds, which
have been intruded by a basaltic sill and subsequently arched by a rhyolitic laccolith. The
Alvord Creek Beds are intruded by an elongate rhyolitic vent with perlitic structure. They

are overlain by 500 m of stratified tuffs and silicic flows of the Pike Creek Volcanic Series.

This formation is topped by andesitic flows called the Andesitic Series and approximately

1000 m of basaltic flows of the Steens Mountains basalts (SMB). The angular

unconformity between SMB's and the Andesitic Series is typically greater than 15°, and as

much as 30° (Fuller, 1931). Basaltic dikes cut through the SMB's and through the

underlying tuffs and lavas. They strike approximately N-S. Minor et al. (1987a, 1987b,

1987c) remapped the area covered by Fuller (1931). They established a more detailed

stratigraphy on 1:24,000 maps. The Alvord Creek Beds are now called the Alvord Creek

Formation, the Pike Creek Volcanic Series is named Pike Creek Formation, and the

Andesitic Series is named Steens Mountain Volcanics (Minor et al., 1987a, 1987b, 1987c).

Individual lava flows, or groups of flows, are separated by incompetent pyroclastic layers.

In the geologic summary, Minor et al.(1987b) point out unconformities between the Alvord

Creek Formation and the Pike Creek Formation and between the Steens Mountain

Volcanics and the overlying S teens Basalt. They published K-Ar age determinations from

E.H. McKee for the Pike Creek Formation of 22.1±0.7 Ma and for the Steens Mountain

Volcanics of 19.5±1.1 Ma. Hart & Carlson (1985) dated a basaltic andesite under the

SMB's at 23.7±1.3 Ma and one of the basal flows of the overlying SMB's at 18.1±1.1 Ma
(Fig. 1.3). Substantial research has been done on the SMB's, and some is summarized
below.

1.4.2 The Steens Basalts
K-Ar age information from Watkins & Baksi (1974), Hart & Mertzman (1982) and

Hart & Carlson (1985) indicate that the main eruptive event of Steens Mountain Basalts
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was around 16±1 Ma, but the basalts range in age from about 18 Ma to 11 Ma and had a
second peak of activity around 12±1 Ma. Watkins (1965, 1969) calculatedan eruption

period of only 2,000 to 50,000 years for the entire section of 1000 m Steens Mountain
basalt. He suggested that there is no significant time gap between single lava flows,
because of the absence of interfiow sediments and the presence of some welded contacts

between lava flows. From paleomagnetic data he found that in middle Miocene time (15

Ma) the geomagnetic field changed from reversed to normal polarity. Goldstein et al.

(1969) confirmed this result. The field reversal occurred in two stages and is entirely
recorded in the exposed Steens Basalts, making it a reference section and useful for

magnetostratigraphy (Mankinen et al., 1987).

The geochemistry of SMB's and its implication for the composition of the

continental crust and mantle in this area have been discussed by Gunn & Watkins (1970),

Helmke & Haskin (1973), Hart (1985) and Carlson & Hart (1983, 1987). Helmke &

Haskin (1973) concluded, based on their rare earth element studies, that the SMB's were

created from one parent magma by partial melting of the mantle and additional fractional

crystallization. The mantle source material is thought to be similar to that of chondrites.

They explain variations in trace element concentrations by the addition or removal of

plagioclase and the removal of dinopyroxene. Gunn & Watkins (1970) concluded that the

variety of SMB's was created by two different fractionation trends. One was dominated by
plagioclase fractionation, the other by olivine fractionation. They also show that a

significant compositional break occurs between the S MB's and the underlying more silicic

volcanic series. Hart & Carison (1983) published 87Sr/86Sr and 143Nd/144Nd ratios, which

indicate a depleted mantle source for the SMB's. In 1987, they suggested for the first time

that crustal contamination was also important for the chemical differences in the SMB's.

Hart, Carlson & Mosher (1989) present a petrogenetic model for the SMB and equivalent

Pueblo Mountains basalts that combines low pressure, crystal fractionation with crustal

assimilation. The magmatic event is thought to have been initiated by back arc spreading
along the craton margin.

1.4.3 Post-Steens Basalts
Welded ash flow tuffs, 9-15 Ma, which are thought to have been erupted from

calderas of the McDermitt volcanic field, overlie the S MB's (Walker & Repenning, 1965)

in the Pueblo Valley (between Steens and Pueblo Mountains) and indicate that block

faulting occurred after 9.3 Ma (Rytuba & McKee, 1984). During the last 10.5 Ma in SE

Oregon, a variety of olivine tholeiites erupted, including high-alumina olivine tholeiites and

transitional basalts (Hart, 1985). From geographic, geochemical and isotopic data, he
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concluded that the transitional olivine tholeiites in the northern Basin and Range area were
derived through magma mixing from two chemically different mantle sources. In his model
the tholeiites show no effects of crustal contamination and are produced by mixing various

proportions of depleted, high Mg/Fe, low K, high-alumina olivine tholeiite (HAOT) with

chemically heterogeneous, isotopically evolved, subcontinental lithosphere, represented by
the LILE enriched, low MgO/FeO Snake River olivine tholeiite (SROT). He also suggested
that the 206Pb/204Pb ratios reflect a third mantle source, which could be derived from the

down going slab of an ancient subduction zone.



Chapter Two: Stratigraphy and Structure

The rock units of my mapping area are correlated with those farther north in the
higher S teens (Fig. 2.1). Like there, dominantly silicic rocks at the base are unconformably
overlain by andesites, which in turn are unconformably overlain by S teens basalt.

However, the stratigraphic section between Miranda Creek and the village ofFields (see

geological map, Appendix I., and Fig. 1.3 and Fig. 2.1) is incomplete compared with that
established further north by Fuller (1931) and Minor et al. (1987a,b,c). Major differences

are that the Pike Creek Formation, dacitic and rhyolitic flows, is missing between the

Alvord Creek Formation and Steens Mountains Volcanics (Andesitic Series), and that the
Andesitic Series is only 50-200 m thick (Fig. 2.1). Two reasons account for this: first

normal thinning of the section to the south, and second, differential uplift and erosion. The
units are named and labeled after Minor et al., (1987a,b,c) and are described in

stratigraphic order in the following section.

2.1 Alvord Creek Formation

Tac - tuffs and sediments

The unit is multi-colored and contains tuffs, tuffaceous sediments and minor mafic
lava flows. The beige or greenish-gray tuffaceous sediments have dominantly planar,
parallel bedding, minor cross-bedding, and are graded. Fine- to medium-grained, well-

sorted layers alternate with coarse-grained layers of lithics, lapilli and sand incm to dm
thickness. Some layers contain 1-4 mm long feldspar crystals. The lithics and flat pumice
are dark green to red-brown colored.

Intercalated lacustrine sediments are mainly not disturbed and indicate that the water
was shallow and quiet during deposition.

The tuffs are light gray, greenish and purple. The microcrystalline matrix contains

5 % white to pinkish feldspar crystals or crystal fragments, and dark brown or green,

welded pumice lapilli, a few mm to 4 cm in size. The tuffs contain minor lithic fragments

and are strongly altered. Intercalated with the tuffs are 1-2 m thick, mafic lava flows. The

flows are mainly fine-grained, dark gray in color and contain tiny plagioclase crystals

(<0.2 cm). One flow has small pyroxene crystals in its microcrystalline groundmass. On
the surface the rocks are weathered brownish-gray.

The maximum exposed thickness of the unit is 50-60 m. The base is covered by

sediments of the Alvord Lake Valley. The tuffs and tuffaceous sediments near Scoubes

10
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Creek and south of Bone Creek dip 20-25° SW. The rock unit is only exposed along the
eastern fault scarp between Scoubes Creek and Carison Creek. Its age is unknown.

Taft - rhyolitic ash-flow tuff

The crystal rich, rhyolitic tuff is platy in its upper part, pinkish, yellow-beige, or

white-gray in color, devitrifieci, strongly welded, and locally silicified. The ash-flow tuff

contains quartz, sanidine and biotite phenocrysts (1-7 mm), white pumice lapilli (1-10 cm),

and a variety of gray-brown, microcrystalline lithics (0.5-3 cm). The layered, upper part of

the ash-flow tuff suggests multiple flow units. A non-welded top of the ash-flow unit is

missing, indicating erosion after deposition. The pyroclastic origin, in contrast to a lava
flow, is clearly evident by high crystal content, preserved vitroclastic texture in the upper

layers,and broken phenocrysts. The lithic fragments are silt and sandstone. Accessory

crystal fragments are probably present but difficult to identify. Vapor-phase alteration

resulted in Fe-oxidation (pink) of the upper ash-flow tuff. In the middle and lower part of

the rhyolitic luff, which is partly welded, the pumices are still vesicular, but are flattened

and aligned creating a rheomorphic flow lineation. The rock is minly medium to light

gray, and only locally pinkish in color, depending on the alteration. The crystal content is

slightly higher than in the upper part.

The whole ash-flow tuff has a maximum thickness of about 360 m between Carison
Creek and Bone Creek. The upper 50-100m of the luff are bedded and may indicate that

the rhyolitic tuff represent not one single cooling unit. An approximately 5-rn-thick, green-

gray, feldspar-rich, dacitic luff is present in the top of the rhyolitic ash-flow tuff, and is
partly mapped.

The whole unit is competent and forms cliffs or ledges. Alteration and oxidation are

common in the exposures near the eastern fault scarp, near the fault in Carison Creek, and

at Scoubes Creek. The rhyolitic tuff dips 20-25° to the SW. Ar-Ar age determinations on

sanidine crystals give ages of 17.8±0.2 Ma and 25.3±0.1 Ma. The younger age is most
likely due to alteration of the sanidine crystals.

2.2 Steens Mountain Volcanics ( Andesitic Series )

Tsf - andesitic flow

The unit is divided into an upper and lower flow. Both flows have a dark-gray,

microcrystalline groundmass with tiny plagioclase and red-brown, alteredpyroxene

phenocrysts (1-3 mm). The top of each flow is vesicular. The rocks are variably resistant to
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erosion and weather tan to reddish brown. The thickness of the lower flow is about 45 m,
whereas the upper flow varies from a thickness of 50 m south of Carlson Creek, where
both flows dip 25-30° NW, to about 150 m north of Scoubes Creek, where the upper flow
dips 17° SW.

Tsfb - andesitic flows and flow brecci

The andesitic flows are dark greenish-gray with a microcrystalline groundmass, and

tiny plagioclase crystals. The flows are dominantly platy, cm to dm layers, with dark green

clay alteration on fracture surfaces. In the upper part of the unit a 10-rn-thick flow breccia is

intercalated. The autobreccia contains angular, vesicular andesite clasts and irregularly

shaped blocks of platy andesite (dm-m in size). The unit is exposed only north of Carlson

Creek and has a minimum thickness of 210 rn; the base is covered. The andesitic flows

form some resistant layers, but mostly smooth slopes, and weather beige-greenish-gray.

The enclosed breccia is more competent and forms cliffs. The unit dips about 6°NNW.

2.3 Steens Basalt

Ts - Steens Basalt (after Minor et al. 1987.)

The Steens Basalt consists of light to dark gray basalt flows of variable thickness

(2-20 rn). Flows commonly form resistant, laterally continuous ledges; less resistant flow

tops and bottoms are commonly vesicular and, locally, autobrecciated. Flows can be platy,
vesicular, compact and crystal poor, or crystal rich. As an average, they are composed of

40-70 % plagioclase, 20-30 % clinopyroxene, 7-10 % olivine, 3-15 % Fe-Ti oxide, and 0-

15 % glass (Gunn & Watkins, 1970). Common textures include diktytaxitic, ophitic,

subophitic, intergranular, and intersertal. Spatial distribution and arrangement of the

plagioclase phenocrysts vary within individual flows, between adjacent flows, and (or)

between groups of flows. Coarse grained, porphyritic flow sequences are separated by

groups of aphyric flows. Vesicles are locally filled with calcite, zeolites, and (or) clay. The

unit has a maximum observed thickness of about 450 m between Miranda Creek and

Fields. The flows dip about 5-20° SW to NW.

Tsd - dikes

The Steens Basalt feeder dikes are commonly aphyric to sparsely porphyritic with

large plagioclase phenocrysts. The nearly vertical dikes strike close to N-S, with a few

exceptions. Columnar joints are perpendicular to the chilled margins. The dikes form

resistant, wall-like features, with thicknesses ranging from 1 to 20 m.
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2.4 Silicic Flows

Tss - rhyolitic flow breccia

The autobreccia at the flow-base is composed of scoria, and angular, dark-violet-

brown rhyolite clasts. The size of the components ranges from mm to m. The breccia

weathers pinicish-brown and forms huge, competent blocks on slopes and cliffs at 'The

Peaks'. Quartz veins, mm to cm thick, cut through the breccia.

The rhyolite components contain about 0.5 cm large feldspar crystals in a red-

brown, microcrystalline matrix. The unit has a maximum thickness of about 170 m and is
nearly horizontal.

Tsi - silicic ignimbrite

The strongly to partly welded, light beige-gray colored ash-flow tuff contains

varying percentages of pumice, crystals, and lithics. Strongly welded parts contain fiamme,

where a black, glassy core is surrounded by brown, devitrified glass. The pumices range in

size from 1-10 cm. Sanidine and quartz crystals (0.2-0.7 cm) are in an irregular linear platy

flow structure. The flows at Red Mountain were erupted from a central crater with

preserved ring breccia, and are poorly sorted and lack bedding within a single flow unit.

Small 0.1-1 cm thick, black to dark-red, hydrothermal veins cut through the rocks. HgS is

abundant and gives the rock unit a pinkish-red weathered surface. Some parts are silicified.

2.5 Structural Development

Steens Mountain, as part of the Basin and Range Province, displays extensional

structures. Normal faults, block rotation, landslides, and erosional unconformities are

characteristic features along the eastern rim, which is the western side of a graben. Two

major normal faults, striking NNE, separate the Steens Mountains to the west from the

Alvord Desert to the east. The minimum displacement is about 700 m in the study area,

calculated from the relief difference between the top of Steens basalt and the alluvium filling

of Alvord Desert valley, whereas, farther north the minimum offset is 2000 m.

The triangle shaped horst block between Carison Creek and Scoubes Creek is

bordered by 3 normal faults (see geological map and cross sections, Appendix 1). Its

eastern fault scarp exposes the oldest rocks (Tac) of the area. The rocks reveal an early,

NE-SW extension episode, documented by an average dip of 25° to the SW in the rhyolitic

tuff (Taft) and underlying tuffaceous sediments (Tac). Assuming that the present 25° dip

accumulated by extension and tilting events, the sequence of events is summarized below.
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The first event of extension and tilting rotated Taft and Tac by 10-15° SW (Fig. 2.2

A,B). Subsequently erosion took place and formed an uneven surface on the rhyolitic tuff

before the andesitic flow (Tsf) partly covered the rhyolitic tuff (Fig. 2.2 C,D). The

unconformably overlying Tsf unit dips about 30° NW in the northern part of the horst and
about 17° SW in the southern part. Any younger stratigraphic units on top of the horst, if
they existed, were eroded.

Steens Basalt west of the fault block dips only 100 SW. This implies that a second

extension event occurred between deposition of andesitic flow (Tsf) and Steens Basalt

(Ts). The accompanying tilt was about 7° SW south of Carison Creek (Fig. 2.2 E). North

of Carison Creek, a tilt of about 7° to the NE is documented in an angular unconformity

between andesitic flow and flow breccia (Tsfb) and Steens Basalt (Ts) on top (Fig. 2.2 I).

The intercalated flow breccia, when used as a marker bed, gives a 6° dip to the NNW. The

overlying Steens Basalt dips slightly to the NW (about 5°). During this second period of

extension the block north of Carlson Creek tilted to the NE followed bya period of erosion

(Fig. 2.2 G,H). At Carlson Creek, Steens Basalt directly overlies the breccia, whereas

further NE 20-40 m of platy andesite lies between them. The change in dip direction from

NE to the present NNW occurred during the third extensional event with tilt to the NW
(Fig. 2.2 J).

The Steens Basalt (Ts) dips 5-10° WNW in the northern part of my mapping area,

and 10-20° W to SW in the southern part. The third, E-W oriented extension event caused

fault blocks with NW and SW tilt of variable degrees (5-20°).

Other extensional features are landslides and blocks along the nonnal faults. Near

horst bounding faults, dips of flow layers in the footwall are bent towards the faults. The

bend in dip is especially strong along the eastern fault scarp, where the offset is greatest.

Landslides and small fault blocks of rhyolitic tuff (<0.05 km2) mark the major NNE-

trending normal faults. Slickensides, where seen in the study area, show only dip slip

movement, and were used to measure strike and dip of faults together with morphological

observations.
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Chapter Three: Electron Microprobe Analyses and
Petrography

The investigated volcanic rocks range from basalt to high silica rhyolite and are

metaluminous in composition. Their major and trace element chemistry is described below
in chapter four and rocks are named after the Si02 - ZrIFiO2 classification diagram from

Winchester and Hoyd (1977) (Fig. 4.1). Andesites would partly fall in the basaltic andesite
and basaltic trachy-andesite fields when using other classification diagrams (e.g., Le Bas et
al., 1986).

3.1 Microprobe Analyses

Microprobe analyses were done to achieve the following goals:

to get input data for crystal fractionation calculations and forward modeling;

to compare the mineral compositions analyzed in basalt SC1 and andesite CA5

with the model mineral - melt equilibria calculated with Nielsen's (1988a)

program CHAOS;

to evaluate equilibrium composition of phenocrysts in relation to groundmass

crystals and whole rock chemistry; and

to find evidence for petrogenetic processes, including magma mixing, crustal

assimilation, plagioclase accumulation and crystal fractionation.

3.1.2 Procedure

Using a Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe, operating with standard beam

conditions (15 kV acceleration voltage, 20 nA beam current, and focused beam with

approximately 5 .tm spot size), 257 analyses were done. The uncertainties are given in the
last row of each table. For CaO in plagioclase and clinopyroxene, la =± 0.09. A basalt

SC1, andesite CA5, dacite C2, and rhyolitic tuff B2 were chosen to represent the whole

volcanic suite. Phenocrysts and groundmass crystals of olivine, cinopyroxene,

plagioclase, and sanidine were analyzed. Single point analyses and core - to - rim traverses

were done to demonstrate mineral zonations.
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3.1.2 Petrographic Summary

For petrographic descriptions and modal estimates in samples SC1, CA5, C2, and
B2 see also Appendix II. Sd is from the Alvord Creek Formation, CA5 and C2 from the
Steens Mountain Volcanics, and B2 from the rhyolitic ash-flow tuff (Fig. 2.1).

Basalt (SC 1): The microcrystalline rock has an intersertal texture marked by

cinopyroxene and plagioclase grains in ophitic intergrowth. Small amounts of interstitial
dark brown, altered glass, black euhedral Fe - Ti - oxides, and yellow - green chlorite

occur. Interstitial olivine is replaced completely by iddingsite. The 0.2-3 mm large,
randomly oriented plagioclase laths are strongly sericitized. The intergrowth relationships

indicate a crystallization sequence of plagioclase followed by clinopyroxene, olivine, and
Fe-Ti oxides.

Andesite (CA5: A small amount (1-2 %) of plagioclase phenocrysts, 1-2 mm in
size,are in a glass-rich matrix carrying granular Fe - Ti - oxide, clinopyroxene, olivine and

dominantly microlitic plagioclase. Plagioclase laths are in a piotaxitic texture. The

crystallization sequence, based on the crystal size, was plagioclase followed by olivine and
then clinopyroxene.

Dacite (C2): Phenocrysts of plagioclase, cinopyroxene and orthopyroxene are

layered in a glass-rich microcrystalline matrix of dominantly tiny plagioclase laths, and
minor clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and Fe - Ti - oxides.

Rhyolitic tuff (B2): B2 is from the middle part of the thick ash-flow tuff.

Phenocrysts of resorbed, rounded quartz (0.5-2 mm), broken sanidine (0.5-5 mm), Fe -
Ti - oxides, dominantly altered to hematite, and biotite crystals randomly distributed in a
porphyritic texture with a completely devitrifled, lay in a cryptocrystalline groundmass.

Remnants of glass shards are not preserved like in the upper part of the tuff.

3.1.3 Phenocryst Morphology and Internal Features

Plagioclase phenocrysts have diverse external morphologies in andesite CA5 and

dacite C2. Euhedral to anhedral phenocrysts (0.5-2 mm) and 2-3 mm large crystals with

internal sieve texture indicate 2 different plagioclase populations in andesite CA5.

Plagioclase phenocrysts in C2 vary widely from euhedral to rounded external morphology.

Internal resorption features like sieve texture, patchy extinction, and inclusion zones are

observed. Zonation of phenocrysts is common. Complex zoning in plagioclase and weaker
zoning in pyroxene phenocrysts is seen in polarized light and on back scattered electron
images.
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3.1.4 Results

Basalt (SCfl: The clinopyroxene crystals in the basalt SC1 are augite ranging in

composition from En28.9 Fs20.8 Wo503 to EnSi.6 Fs5.6 Wo429 (Table 3.1). All 3 rim -

core - rim traverses indicate reverse zoning from 18 - 18.8 wt% CaO in the center to 19.4 -

20 wt% CaO on the rim (Fig. 3.1, a-c). The low CaO content in the core is accompanied by

a high FeO and low MgO concentration, which is best seen in clinopyroxene SC1 A (Table

3.1). Single point analyses on cores of smaller dinopyroxene crystals fall in the same

chemical range. Superimposed oscillatory zonation is illustrated for one sample in Fig.

3. ic. Olivine and plagioclase crystals are both strongly altered. Olivine is replaced by

iddingsite and was not analyzed. Plagioclase is altered to sodic compositions as indicated

by a few analyses, maybe due to hydrothermal alteration.

Andesite (CA5': The augite phenoctysts in the andesite are slightly lower in CaO

than in the basalt (Fig. 3.2). Augite ranges in composition from En41.1 Fs20.o Wo38.9 to

En3 Fs164 Wo373 (Table 3.2). CaO decreases from 18.6 wt% in thecore to 16.8 wt%

on the rim (Fig. 3.3 d), with large variations in between. Again, the decrease in CaO

accompanies an increase in FeO and decrease in MgO concentration. Small groundmass

cinopyroxene, probably representing the last composition in equilibrium with melt, have

17.9 - 18.1 wt% CaO (Table 3.2).

Olivine exists only as groundmass crystals and has a compositional range of Fo59.2

to Fo438 (Table 3.3). A decrease in MgO from core to rim is observed in all traverses. The

MgO concentration in the core ranges from 25.8 to 27.8 wt% and decreases to about 18.8

wt% at the rim (Fig. 3.3 e). Overall olivine is poorly zoned (Fig. 3.2).

The large plagioclase phenocrysts are labradorite in composition. The phenocrysts

are remarkable homogeneous and their average An content is 54 mol% from 48 analyses.

Traverses (Fig. 3.3 a,b,c; Table 4) show normal zonation from cores with 57 -59 wt%

CaO to thin, depleted margins with a minimum of 31 wt% CaO. Tiny groundmass

plagioclase crystals are probably formed by quenching during eruption and are oligoclase
(Fig. 3.4).

Dacite (C2: The dacite contains clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and plagioclase

phenocrysts. Augite ranges in composition from En46.9 Fs8.5 Wo6 to En40.6 Fs17.7

Wo417. The general trend is from CaO richer cores 20.4 - 20.5 wt% to CaO poorer rims

19.2 - 19.8 wt% (Table 3.5). Some phenocrysts (Fig. 3.5 b) have a more complex zoning
history.
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Table 3.1: Microprobe analyses of clinopyroxene phenocrysts in basalt SC1. Fenic iron in

pyroxenes was calculated on the basis of stoichiometry and charge balance (Cameron and

Papike, 1981).

Table 3.2: Microprobe analyses of cinopyroxene microliths in andesite CA5. Femc iron in

pyroxenes was calculated on the basis of stoichiometry and charge balance (Cameron and

Papike, 1981).

20

SClcpxD SClcpxA - SClcpxB SClcpxC
rim core rim core rim core rim

Enmol% 4.4.6 45.8 46.6 51.6 45.5 44.8 46.7
Fsmol% 13 14.3 12.5 5.6 17 13.9 13.2
Womol% 42.4 39.9 40.9 42.9 37.5 41.3 40.1
total mol% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Na20 wt% 0.30 0.33 0.30 0.47 0.23 0.28 0.29 ±0.02
MgO 14.8 15.3 15.6 16.0 16.1 15.1 15.7 ±0.1
Al203 3.56 3.09 3.47 2.91 1.99 3.5 3.19 ±0.08
Si02 49.27 49.67 49.99 46.98 53.1 49.94 50.01 ±0.03
CaO 19.52 18.54 19.13 18.49 18.44 1931 18.68 ±0.03
Ti02 1.65 1.84 1.63 1.40 0.97 1.61 1.43 ±0.006
cr203 0.02 0.06 0.08 0.02 0.02 0 0.08 ±0.02
MaO 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.22 ±0.006
FeO 7.4 8.3 7.2 8.3 10.5 8.1 7.7 ±0.2
Fe203 3.4 2.6 3.1 2.8 0 2.2 2.9 ±0.3
total wt% 100.2 100.0 100.8 97.6 101.5 100.3 100.1

CM cpx 0 CM cpx H CM cpx I la
core rim core core

Enmol% 44.5 44.1 41.1 41.4
Fs mol% 16.7 20.7 20.0 19.7
Womol% 38.8 35.2 38.9 38.9
total mol% 100 100 100 100

Na20 wt% 0.38 0.23 0.33 0.36 ±0.02
MgO 14.5 15.2 13.8 13.7 ±0.1
Al203 4.32 1.37 2.48 2.96 ±0.08
Si02 48.75 51.48 50.14 49.55 ±0.03
Ti02 1.51 0.86 1.34 1.61 ±0.03
CaO 17.53 16.86 18.10 17.93 ±0.006
Cr203 0.08 0.05 0.06 0.05 ±0.02
MaO 0.38 0.48 0.44 0.35 ±0.006
FeO 9. 12.2 11.5 11.3 ±0.2
Fe203 3.95 1.6 1.8 2.7 ±0.3
total wt% 100.7 100.2 99.95 100.35



Table 3.3: Microprobe analyses of olivine phenocrysts in andesite CA5.
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CAS olD CA5o1E
J

CA5o1F la
core rim core rim core rim

Fomol% 59.2 54.2 58.2 56.6 55.3 43.6
Famol% 40.7 45.7 41.7 43.4 44.5 56.0
total mol% 100 100 100 100 100 100

MgOwt% 27.81 24.79 26.02 23.42 25.84 18.84 ±0.07
Si02 35.64 34.82 35.78 3738 35.19 33.66 ±0.009
CaO 0.33 0.36 0.38 0.41 0.33 0.34 ±0.03
Ti02 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.09 0.05 0.06 ±0.003
MnO 0.53 0.57 0.60 0.51 0.55 0.72 ±0.006
FeO 34.04 37.21 33.23 31.97 37.08 43.07 ±0.08
NiO 0 0 0.01 0 0.03 0.02 ±0.008
total wt% 9838 97.82 96.09 93.78 99.07 96.71
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Orthopyroxene phenocrysts are zoned from bronzite (En78.2 Fs19.3 Wo2.5) to

hypersthene (En633 Fs339 W02.8) (Table 3.5). Traverses show a nonnal decrease in MgO
concentration from core (26.3 - 27.5 wt%) to rim (22.5 - 23.2 wt%) (Fig. 3.5 c,d). Small

hypersthene crystals in the groundmass (21 wt% MgO) have the same composition as rims

of phenocrysts, and represent the last equilibrium with the melt.

Plagioclase phenocrysts have complex zonations, including oscillatory zonation

superimposed on reverse and normal zonations. Phenocrysts range in composition from

An775 to An171 (Fig. 3.6). Groundmass plagioclase crystals range from An337 to An544.
The lower An concentration indicates probably crystal - melt equilibrium during eruption.

Some phenocrysts have cores with An53 -58 (Fig. 3.6 a,b,c), others with An67 (Fig.

3.6 d,e; Table 3.6). Core analyses may not represent true core concentrations of the whole

grain because cuts may not go exactly through the center. The core to rim traverse in Fig.

3.6a shows normal oscillation in the CaO concentration throughout the inner part, followed

by two episodes of increase in CaO, first to as great as An62 and subsequently, after a short

drop, to as great as An72. Afterwards the CaO concentration decreases steadily to An53.

Although the core crystallization histories seem to be different, phenocrysts illustrated on

Fig. 3.6 b-e have a narrow rim that is zoned from low to high An content which may be
due to quenching.

The average sanidine in the rhyolitic tuff has a composition of 0r41, Ab5g5

and An.5 (Table 3.7). No zonation is observed (Fig. 3.4).
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Table 3.4: Microprobe analyses of plagioclase phenocrysts in andesite CA5.

Table 3.5: Mircoprobe analyses of clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene phenocrysts in

andesite C2. Ferric iron in pyroxenes was calculated on the basis of stoichiometry and

charge balance (Cameron and Papike, 1981).

26

CM plag A CM plag B CM plag C J is
core rim core rim core rim

Abmol% 40.3 57.5 40.6 52.1 39.1 57.4
Ormol% 2.0 7.6 2.0 4.1 2.0 10.6
Anmol% 57.7 34.9 57.4 43.8 58.9 32.0
total mol% 100 100 100 100

Na02 wt% 4.51 6.26 4.56 5.78 4.39 5.80 ±0.05
MgO 0.13 0.41 0.10 0.07 0.09 0.23 ±0.007
FeO 0.84 2.55 0.87 0.85 0.80 2.00 ±0.05
Al203 28.85 22.52 29.08 26.65 29.29 21.01 ±0.06
Si02 53.9 59.5 54.0 57.7 53.3 61.3 ±0.2
K20 0.34 1.26 0.35 0.70 0.35 1.63 ±0.02
CaO 11.69 6.86 11.66 8.81 11.98 5.85 ±0.009
BaO 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.18 ±0.007
total wt% 100.2 99.5 100.6 100.5 100.3 98.0

C2 cpx A C2 cpx B C2 opx C C2 opx D is
core rim core rim core rim ijiii

Enmol% 47.6 45.8 47.5 40.6 78.2 63.3 71.3 64.8
Fsmol% 10.7 14.3 10.4 17.7 19.3 33.9 26.9 32.8
Womol% 41.7 39.9 42.1 41.7 2.5 2.8 1.8 2.4
total mol% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Na20 wt% 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.33 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 ±0.007
MgO 16.80 15.84 16.61 13.87 28.86 22.70 26.22 23.27 ±0.02
Al203 1.68 2.46 2.01 2.78 1.31 0.81 1.30 1.09 ±0.06
Si02 53.12 51.87 52.93 51.80 54.99 53.35 54.64 53.46 ±0.1
CaO 20.45 19.17 20.45 19.82 1.29 1.41 0.92 1.21 ±0.09
Ti02 0.33 0.57 0.26 0.59 0.16 0.26 0.23 0.17 ±0.009
Cr203 0.11 0.05 0.14 0.05 0.16 0.04 0.02 0.05 ±0.03
MnO 0.24 0.31 0.21 0.34 0.36 0.63 0.64 0.66 ±0.006
FeO 6.49 8.50 6.30 10.45 12.36 21.04 16.95 20.33 ±0.03
Fe203 1.36 1.59 1.46 0.59 2.71 1.30 1.18 1.40 ±0.04
total wt% 100.8 100.6 100.6 100.6 102.2 101.6 102.1 101.7
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Table 3.6: Microprobe analyses of plagioclase phenocrysts in dacite C2.

able 3.7: Microprobe analyses of sanidine phenocrysts in rhyolite B2.

c)
cD

C2 plag E C2 plag F C2 plag 0 C2 plag H C2 plag I la
core nm core rim core rim core nm core rim

Abmol% 42.5 42.0 40.3 54.5 44.7 53.9 32.1 39.7 25.3 49.3Ormol% 1.8 4.4 1.6 3.8 1.6 3.7 1.0 1.5 1.2 6.1Anmol% 55.7 53.6 58.1 41.7 53.8 42.4 66.9 58.8 73.5 44.6
totalmol% 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Na2Owt% 4.81 4.63 4.50 6.15 5.04 6.06 3.60 4.46 2.77 5.38 ±0.05MgO 0.02 0.02 0.06 0 0.03 0 0.05 0.02 0.15 0.12 ±0.001FeO 0.36 0.85 0.57 0.31 0.45 0.26 0.54 0.46 0.86 0.89 ±0.03Al203 29.35 27.96 29.75 26.98 29.15 27.41 31.25 29.96 31.84 25.95 ±0.06Si02 54.1 55.45 53.68 57.93 54.36 57.47 51.1 53.52 49.76 57.56 ±0.05K20 0.30 0.73 0.26 0.65 0.27 0.63 0.17 0.25 0.20 1.02 ±0.05CaO 11.41 10.68 11.75 8.51 10.98 8.61 13.71 11.98 14.60 8.82 ±0.04BaO 0.05 0.13 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.05 0.18 ±0.01
total wt% 100.4 100.5 100.6 100.6 100.4 100.5 99.9 100.7 100.2 99.9

-

B2 feldsp A B2 feldsp B B2 feldsp C B2 feldsp D B2 feldsp E la
core rim core rim core rim core rm core rim

Abmol% 58.6 58.3 59.1 59.5 58.0 58.2 58.8 58.6 59.0 58.0Ormol% 40.8 41.3 40.7 40.3 41.4 41.4 40.6 40.8 40.5 41.4
Anmol% 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6
total mol% 100 100 100 100 100 100 ..JA) 1j)

Na2Owt% 6.55 6.45 6.67 6.72 6.51 6.35 6.64 6.59 6.59 6.42 ±0.004MgO 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 ±0.003FeO 0.37 0.34 0.3 0.42 0.27 0.21 0.3 0.23 0.29 0.25 ±0.01Al203 19.36 19.43 19.57 19.05 19.36 19.52 19.33 19.30 19.35 19.38 ±0.04Si02 67.0 67.2 67.1 66.6 67.2 67.0 66.8 66.7 67.0 67.0 ±0.1K20 6.9 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.1 6.9 7.0 7.0 6.9 7.0 ±0.3
CaO 0.11 0.08 0.05 0.05 0.12 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.12 ±0.008BaO 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.04 ±0.04
total wt% 100.3 100.4 100.7 99.86 100.6 100.1 100.2 99.93 100.3 100.2 I



3.2. Interpretation of Microprobe Data

3.2.1 Phase Relationships
If simple fractional crystallization was the dominant petrogenetic process to create

this volcanic suite from basalt to andesite and dacite to rhyolite, then as the magma

becomes steadily more evolved, clinopyroxene should become enriched in FeO and

plagioclase in Na20. No huge calcic spikes or soclic troughs, concentration variations of

>10 mol%, should occur between core and rim.

The chemical composition of most clinopyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts, their

zonation, and occurrence together in the same rock indicates that fractional crystallization

was a dominant process, but cannot be alone responsible for the chemical variations in the

volcanic suite.

The reversely zoned augite crystals in SC! (Fig. 3.1 a-c) could indicate magma

mixing between two different evolved basaltic melts (2 sources). The dlinopyroxene

crystals are not cumulus, because the basalt has an intersertal texture with clinopyroxene

and plagioclase in ophitic intergrowth. Clinopyroxene compositions in andesite CA5 are

strongly zoned but give no clear evidence for magma mixing (Fig. 3.3 d). Their

compositions are slightly more evolved than in sd, which is consistent with fractionation

processes (Fig. 3.2). core compositions of olivine microlites in CA5 were probably in

equilibrium with a basalt melt such as SC1. The zonation of labradorite phenocrysts in CA5

is normal with CaO depletion at their margins, and core compositions are remarkable

homogeneous; therefore, if magma mixing took place all phenocrysts re-equilibrated or

were recycled.

The dacite d2 shows clear evidence for magma mixing and crust assimilation. The

mineral assemblage augite, bronzite-hypersthene, plagioclase, and their chemical

composition permits no evolution from the previous andesite via simple fractional

crystallization, when considering the phase diagrams from Grove et al. (1982) (Fig. 3.7).

The appearance of bronzite could be explained by crust assimilation (Kuno, 1954; Deer,

Howie, & Zussman, 1966). Also most crystals seem to be in equilibrium with

clinopyroxene compositions (Fig. 3.2). Orthopyroxene can be formed in association with

aluminum - rich sediment assimilation by a basic to intermediate magma.

The following reaction occurs:

Ca(Mg,Fe)Si206 + Al2SiO5 =± (Mg,Fe)5iO3 + CaAl2Si2O8

dinopyroxene sediment orthopyroxene anorthite
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This suggests that orthopyroxene should be in equilibrium with more calcic

plagioclase, and most plagioclase phenocrysts in the dacite are more calcic than in the

andesite (Fig. 3.4). Ca - richer augite phenocrysts occur in the dacite compared to the

andesite indicating that they are not related by simple fractional crysP11ization. Their

zonation is normal (Fig. 3.5 a,d) with strongly CaO depleted margins. On the other hand,

plagioclase phenocrysts show a complex crystallization history (Fig. 3.6). The coexistence

of two phenocryst populations normally zoned (Fig. 3.6 b,c,d), with An53. in the core,

and one reversely zoned (Fig. 3.6 a,e), with An67..73 in the core, suggests magma mixing.

The latter could be accumulated due to turbulences in a layered magma chamber prior to

eruption. Magma mixing could cause normal overgrowth on crystals from a mafic and

reverse zoning on crystals from a more silicic source, each with separate starting histories.

Incomplete equilibration with mixing at the beginning accounts for the steep, respective,

increases, or on the other hand decreases in CaO (Fig. 3.6 a-e). The final CaO increase

seen in Fig. 3.6 b-e may be due to walirock assimilation initiating the above outlined

reaction from clinopyroxene towards orthopyroxene, or may simply be a quenching

feature.

3.2.2 Olivine - Clinopyroxene - Quartz Diagram
In order to test whether the phases in basalt, andesite, and dacite are consistent with

fractionation processes I plotted their compositions in an olivine - cinopyroxene - quartz

pseudoternary diagram projected from the plagioclase apex in the olivine - clinopyroxene-

plagioclase - quartz tetrahedron of Grove et al. (1982) (Fig. 3.7). Cotectics and reaction

curves are from experimental data on calc-alkaline rocks at Medicine Lake Volcano. For

phase calculations from whole rock analyses see Grove et al. (1982).

Starting with a high alumina basalt liquid the fractional cryst11ization path at low

pressure will crystallize plagioclase + olivine. When the path reaches the olivine -

plagioclase - augite cotectic, augite joins the crystallizing assemblage and the liquid follows

the cotectic down to point A. Point A is a distributory reaction curve and the fractional

crystallization path should follow the augite - pigeonite - plagioclase curve when the

starting composition lies in the olivine - pigeonite (- A) - augite field (Grove et al., 1982)

(Fig. 3.7). Liquids on the orthopyroxene side of the line olivine - B (Fig. 3.7) first

crystallize olivine, then orthopyroxene and then move down the augite - pigeonite -

plagioclase cotectic to the pigeonite - augite - plagioclase - quartz eutectic. Liquid

compositions that lie to the orthopyroxene side of the olivine - pigeonite - A line, but below

olivine-B, evolve towards the olivine - pigeonite - plagioclase reaction curve, then into the
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pigeonite - plagioclase field and reach the pigeonite - augite - plagioclase boundary. With

crystallization the liquid follows the cotectic down to the pigeonite - augite - plagioclase -
quartz eutectic.

In the above discussion it is demonstrated that simple fractional crystallization under

low pressure conditions cannot generate most of the plotted andesite and dacite

compositions, assuming SMB or basalt SC1 as parental magma because data points do not

fall near the required liquidus lines (Fig. 3.7). To bring the evolution path to follow the
olivine - pigeonite - plagioclase reaction curve instead of the augite - pigeonite - plagioclase

curve, three processes are discussed by Grove et al. (1982): fractionation at elevated water

pressure, assimilation, and magma mixing.

Data points from Steens Mountain fall left to the the olivine-plagioclase-augite and

augite-pigeonite-plagioclase curves, for low water pressure. Most andesites lie above the

olivine-pigeonite-A line. Dacites fall in the orthopyroxene field near the plagioclase-

pigeonite-orthopyroxene cotectic. Most data points don't fit with the expected mineral

assemblages. Fractionation at elevated water pressure can create a magma composition

above the olivine - A line by fractionation along the olivine-augite cotectic. Before the

composition reaches the reaction point A', the magma could ascend to a shallow magma

chamber and move towards the olivine - pigeonite - plagioclase cotectic. This process could

create the andesites lying close by the olivine - pigeonite - plagioclase reaction curve and the

dacite compositions. But analyzed dacite C2 contains no hornblende, which would be

expected under hydrous conditions (Pearce et al., 1987; Nixon & Pearce, 1987). The water

pressure had to be significantly higher than 1 kbar to move the augite-plagioclase-pigeonite

liquidus to the left through the dacite data points, as required by their mineral composition.

The same is true for andesites lying above the olivine-B line.

A combination of AFC and magma mixing can evolve all plotted compositions at

low water pressure (Fig. 3.8). After Grove et al. (1982) the assimilation of continental

crust alters the fractionation path towards the olivine - pigeonite - plagioclase curve and

subsequently into the pigeomte + plagioclase field, until the AFC path reaches the pigeonite

- augite - plagioclase - quartz eutectic. Half of the plotted andesites fall on such an AFC

path. The other half and all dacites fall on a mixing line between melts at the eutectic and

evolved parent magma.

3.2.3 Equilibrium - Disequilibrium Crystallization
Large fluctuations in An content (>20 mol %) in plagioclase from the dacite (Fig.

3.6) indicate either contamination (i.e. mixing) of magmas of different composition and

(or) disequilibrium crystallization during temperature and water fluctuations.
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Oscillatory zoning with variations less than Anio for plagioclase crystals is thought
to be caused by disequilibrium processes at the crystal - melt contact (Nixon & Pearce,
1987; Sibley et al., 1976). Large compositional variations, as seen in Fig. 3.6, can only be
explained through changes in physical properties of the melt (Nixon & Pearce, 1987).
Huge changes in pressure and temperature are required to change plagioclase equilibrium

compositions. A change in approximately 1 mol % An can be achieved by 1 kbar pressure
change or by 10°C temperature change (Nixon & Pearce, 1987). Therefore compositional
changes between 10-20 mol % An require an enormous decompression event or a

temperature increase of 100-200 °C. Under disequilibrium conditions large, sudden

increases in An content can be explained through fluctuations in temperature and water
content (Loomis, 1981, 1982).

Based on textures, mineral assemblages and compositions it is more likely to

explain large An variations by mixing than through temperature or water fluctuations. Some

andesites and all dacites from Steens Mountains require contamination with a silicic
composition.

3.2.4 Magmatic Temperatures
Pyroxene compositions in dacite C2 were used to estimate the magma temperature

during crystallization after Lindsley (1983). Clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene are assumed

to be in equilibrium, which is supported by the following three observations: (1)

phenocryst compositions are consistent with groundmass crystal compositions, (2) no

disequilibrium textures, such as, resorbtion features are observed, and (3) clinopyroxene

and orthopyroxene phenocrysts are normally zoned. Bronzite-hypersthene and augite core
compositions indicate magma temperatures of 1000 - 950 °C (Fig. 3.2). Rim compositions

crystallized at lower temperatures of 900-800 °C. Using the granite phase diagram at 2 kbar
(Naney, 1983) the magma temperature for the rhyolitic tuff was below 740 °C. (biotite,

plagioclase, alkali feldspar, liquid assemblage)
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Chapter Four: Chemical Composition

Thirty four rock samples were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometry

for major, minor, and some trace elements (Table 4. 1).Thirty of these were analyzed by

instrumental neutron activation analyses for trace elements including most rare earth

elements (REE's) (Table 4.1). Together over 50 elements were analyzed. The analyzed

rock samples are all from the eastern fault scarp at Steens Mountains between Mann Lake

and the village of Fields. For sample locations see Fig. 2.1 and Appendix II. Almost all

mapped lava flows from the Alvord Creek Series, Pike Creek Series, and Steens Mountain

Volcanics (Andesitic Series) were sampled (unit Tspt and Tsat were not sampled). The

volcanic rocks range in composition from basalt to high silica rhyolite (Fig. 4.1). Major

and minor element concentrations from Steens Mountain Basalt (SMB), shown for

comparison and used for modeling, are from Gunn & Watkins (1970) and Carlson & Hart

(1987); REE data are from Helmke & Haskin (1973).

4.1 Chemical Variation
Chemical variation diagrams are used to classify the volcanic rock suite, to compare

normalized element concentration patterns with diagrams in the literature, and to identify

relationships between different rock types.

4.1.1 Major and Minor Elements
The chemical variation ranges from 51.8 wt% Si02 in basalt SC1 to 77.7 wt% Si02

in rhyolite 13, and follows a calc-alkaline trend (Fig. 4.1). All rock samples are

metaluminous to peraluminous, as indicated by low alkali concentrations with respect to

aluminum. Sample 63a has 83.9 wt% Si02 and is altered. All rhyolitic lava flows and tuffs

have normative corundum ranging from 0.3 to 4.6 mol%, suggesting some loss of alkalis,

particularly Na02, during weathering. A gap occurs between 65.0 and 70.5 wt% Si02, and

corresponds to 0.42-1.3 1 wt% MgO. This gap subdivides the volcanic suite into 2

distinctive groups: the basalt to dacite group, and the rhyodacite to high silica rhyolite

group. Because a sample was taken from every lava flow underneath Steens Basalt, the gap

cannot be due to selective sampling.

The variation between most major and minor elements is a broad scattered linear

trend from basalt to rhyolite. Ti02, FeO*, Al203, MnO, CaO, Na20, and P205 generally

decrease and Si02 and K20 increase with decreasing MgO (Fig. 4.4). In the silicic group,

alkalies (K, Na, Rb), Ba, and Sr vary as much or more than in the mafic group despite
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Table 4.1: XRF- and INAA-data from samples collected at S teens Mountain. Major and

minor elements are given in wt%; trace elements in ppm. The results are normalized on a

volatile-free basis to 100 wt%. Total Fe is expressed as FeO*. Errors are calculated from

USGS standard beads run as unknown, and shown in the last row at the end of the table.

XRF-analyses were obtained from Washington State University, Pullman. INA-analyses

were done at the Oregon State University Triga reactor facility.
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ud: under detection limit 1: lava t: tuff xp: crystal-poor (<10%) xr: cystal-rich (>10%)
**samples are listed with decreasing MgO content

Table 4.1: XRF- and INAA- data from samples collected at S teens Mounatin.

38

** SC1
Ixr

CA5
lxp

C3
lxp

CA3a
lxp

W2
lxr

CA3
lxp

CA6
lxp

C4
lxp

SC7
lxp

CAl
lxp

Cia
lxp

XRF-analyses
Si02 51.8 54.5 58.2 59.3 60.8 59.5 59.0 56.6 57.5 58.4 61.0
Al203 14.4 14.2 17.2 17.3 17.0 17.3 17.5 17.4 17.2 15.6 15.5
Ti02 3.2 2.25 1.01 1.00 0.83 1.01 1.02 1.27 1.06 2.04 1.32
FeO* 12.4 12.0 7.1 6.5 5.6 6.4 6.3 8.0 7.1 8.5 6.4
MnO 0.22 0.19 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.2 0.15 0.14 0.15 0.13
CaO 6.3 7.2 6.3 6.1 5.5 6.1 6.2 6.9 7.3 2.7 2.7
MgO 4.2 3.6 3.4 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7
K20 1.9 1.7 2.1 2.4 2.8 2.3 2.5 2.0 2.6 2.6 2.9
Na20 5.1 3.8 4.3 3.9 4.1 4.1 3.9 4.3 3.9 3.9 4.8
P205 0.46 0.42 0.44 0.15 0.39 0.41 0.03 0.64 0.48 0.47 0.47

V 370 330 140 120 .110 130 130 150 140 230 110
Ba 310 1020 930 990 1160 990 1030 890 900 690 2720
Rb 40 31 33 41 43 36 37 40 43 62 55
Sr 163 476 676 725 655 720 742 701 725 441 336
Zr 211 177 160 165 198 167 171 184 165 230 213
Y 36 35 17 17 16 19 17 22 18 33 33
Nb 29 12 12.1 12 14 12.1 13 14.9 12 22.9 26.6
Ga 26 21 13 16 20 14 16 18 18 18 16
Cu 175 62 56 61 49 52 62 58 70 54 29
Zn 114 109 80 79 77 79 79 97 78 98 81
Pb 4 8 9 8 10 8 7 8 11 9 8
La 20 11 27 18 50 23 29 44 30 26 37
Ce 75 28 32 51 42 42 42 73 32 66 52
Th 3 3 2 3 4 3 3 2 4 4 8

INA-analyses
La 24.3 23.0 25.6 26.9 30.6 27.7 27.5 29.1 26.5 29.4 30.2
Ce 56.0 51.0 50.1 49.1 52.7 51.0 63.1 62.5
Ni 32.4 27.7 22.4 22.1 23.5 22.7 32.0 30.9
Sm 7.46 6.56 4.16 4.27 4.36 4.32 4.30 5.26 4.30 7.39 6.70
Eu 2.55 2.17 1.38 1.27 1.31 1.32 1.35 1.73 1.38 2.14 2.69
Th 1.25 1.07 0.56 0.52 0.59 0.57 0.52 0.69 0.53 1.02 0.93
Yb 3.1 3.3 1.5 1.7 1.4 1.4 1.3 1.9 1.6 2.7 2.8
Lu 0.36 0.54 0.24 0.26 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.27 0.39 0.36

Sc 25.31 28.66 15.41 12.90 12.3 13.44 13.68 16.34 14.14 14.66 16.30
Cr 35 iii 71 35 55 38 36 59 41 wi 37
Fe 11.4 11.43 6.95 5.98 5.53 6.10 5.94 7.48 6.32 7.98 6.04
Co 36.0 34.8 22.26 19.4 17.27 18.6 20.0 24.86 19.3 22.40 0.5
Zn 145 148 74 67 61 57 59 76 60 71 13
As 4.4 uJ 6.4 ul 42 7.1 Ui iii
Se 1.7 Ui 0.21 Ui Ui 1.6 Ui Ui 1.6 2.3
Cs 0.7 5.1 0.72 26.7 0.91 5.9 3.7 2.41 5.5 0.96 3.30
Hf 6.1 5.1 3.8 3.7 4.9 4.0 4.0 4.3 3.6 6.4 6.0
Ta 1.52 0.63 0.68 0.64 0.77 0.64 0.62 0.77 0.55 1.21 1.40
Hg ui Ui Ui ul ul Ui Ui Ui Ui uJ Ui
Th 2.8 4.4 2.7 3.2 3.5 3.3 3.4 2.5 2.6 5.7 4.6
U Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui Ui 2.3



** samples are listed with decreasing MgO content

Table 4.1 cont.

39
/ / I

** Wi
lxp

C2
hr

W3
hr

SC1a
lxp

LA1a
hr

LA1
lxp

LA2
lxp

P2
lxp

CA2
hr

12

lxp
P3a
lxp

XRF-analyses
Si02 60.6 64.6 65.0 70.9 64.9 70.5 72.1 72.5 72.1 74.4 74.4
Al203 17.1 16.6 16.7 14.3 16.9 15.6 15.2 14.8 15.6 14.3 14.4
Ti02 0.96 0.6 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.48 0.36 0.36 0.46 0.24 0.24
FeO* 5.9 4.3 4.4 4.1 4.5 2.1 1.5 1.7 2.8 1.2 1.1
MnO 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.04
CaO 5.6 4.7 4.5 2.4 4.6 2.1 1.4 1.4 0.4 1.7 0.7
MgO 2.2 2.1 1.7 1.7 1.3 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1
K20 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.7 2.8 4.8 6.6 4.8 4.9 4.5 4.5
Na20 4.5 3.9 4.1 3.1 4.1 3.8 2.5 4.1 3.7 3.6 4.6
P205 0.46 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.08 0.20 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.03 0.03

V 120 90 110 70 100 30 1 8 30 LII LII
Ba 1170 1230 1270 900 1260 1160 1400 1030 480 1160 1090
Rb 44 60 63 58 59 100 119 125 108 179 329
Sr 805 547 539 217 564 310 318 192 149 560 151
Zr 192 138 135 140 138 183 207 211 414 236 220
Y 16 14 19 22 13 23 16 19 38 22 26
Nb 13 8.2 9 10 9 28 23 22 44.4 27 27
Ga 18 26 14 13 18 16 16 14 20 16 18
Cu 22 59 62 30 63 13 6 9 6 6 5
Zn 68 57 60 56 58 51 35 38 47 33 35
Pb 11 13 12 9 10 15 19 13 18 16 17
La 40 23 50 30 3 8 40 50 60 38 30
Ce 57 38 55 45 30 30 62 59 112 68 58
Th 3 4 4 8 4 7 10 9 10 10 10

NA-analyses
La 30.6 21.2 36.8 22.1 20.2 29.3 28.4 27.5 29.8 30.2
Ce 43.8
MI 20.3
Sm 4.7 3.01 4.93 4.43 2.93 4.14 3.64 3.69 4.03 3.94
Eu 1.46 0.88 1.09 1.01 0.93 0.83 0.64 0.62 0.43 0.40
Th 0.56 0.42 0.66 0.66 0.37 0.62 0.53 0.43 0.53 0.60
Yb 1.7 1.1 1.6 1.9 1.1 2.2 2.2 2.0 2.3 2.1
Lu 0.25 0.16 0.24 0.30 0.18 0.33 0.26 0.28 0.34 0.31

Sc 12.26 10.33 10.35 11.7 10.84 4.02 3.03 2.99 2.52 2.43
Cr 44 24 23 12 28 til ni iii ui
Fe 5.57 4.14 4.13 4.01 4.25 2.01 1.43 1.60 1.11 1.05
Co 17.06 13.68 14.16 6.9 13.45 2.89 2.9 0.4 0.44 1.8
Zn 55 43 47 62 59 29 21 21 17 19
As til iii iii 17.7 iii til 5.0 3.6 iii ixi
Se 0.15 0.38 0.22 1.7 0.21 3.7 3.5 2.8 0.40 3.5
Cs 0.64 1.48 1.38 1.8 1.03 2.54 15.67 3.61 82 68.5
Hf 4.6 3.6 3.5 4.1 3.5 5.5 6.1 6.0 6.5 6.4
Ta 0.76 0.56 0.52 0.65 0.49 1.81 1.54 1.48 1.71 1.71
Hg iii iii iii iii tii til
Th 3.4 4.4 4.3 8.2 4.2 7.9 9.6 9.2 9.9 9.8
U til 1.6 iii 2.5 ud 3.0 2.9 3.1 3.7 3.5



** after MgO=O.O wt%, samples are listed with increasing Si02

Table 4.1 cont.

40

** 13

br
63a
txr

CA4
txr

X3
txr

LA3
lxp

P3b
lxp

P1
lxp

Xl
txr

W4
txr

B2
txr

uncert.
%

XRF-analyses
Si02 77.7 82.9 73.2 73.4 74.1 74.3 74.7 75.2 75.5 76.9 <0.1
Al203 12.6 13.4 15.3 14.7 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.4 14.0 12.8 0.5
Ti02 0.26 0.29 0.43 0.34 0.24 0.24 0.21 0.32 0.22 0.14 1.2
FeO* 0.7 1.4 2.6 2.2 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.8 0.6 1.4 1.2
MnO 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.04 20
CaO 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.1 1.0
MgO 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 19.5
K20 8.2 1.6 4.6 5.8 5.9 4.4 3.1 6.7 6.3 5.5 0.2
Na20 0.4 0.1 3.4 3.2 3.7 5.0 5.9 1.5 3.2 3.2 2.2
P205 0.15 0.03 0.56 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.03 1.4

V 30 11 20 iii uJ iii 12 2 ud 20
Ba 440 1020 470 380 930 1020 640 277 67 90 1.6
Rb 193 64 95 127 163 200 278 153 144 123 1.7
Sr 42 37 254 57 51 76 158 225 14 64 0.9
Zr 280 339 419 412 217 219 239 400 368 266 1.0
Y 32 44 40 41 22 23 33 43 45 40 <0.1
Nb 33 45 44 48 29 27 38 47 52 43.5 6.4
Ga 20 19 21 21 17 19 15 22 21 21 17
Cu 6 5 8 5 6 4 7 7 2 5 0.9
Zn 21 44 41 42 38 35 40 34 13 47 4.7
Pb 10 5 12 7 17 17 15 14 7 15 0.9
La 403 50 50 60 30 60 50 50 40 47 19
Ce 79 74 119 125 58 64 85 114 119 108 6
Th 10 10 8 11 10 9 12 9 12 11 4.2

INA-analyses
La 35.9 43.7 47.8 30.6 24.5 38.6 46.6 44.9 3
Ce 80.3 84.4 71.8 91.2 86.8 7
Ni 36.1 36.5 28.8 36.3 35.3 12
Sm 5.90 7.81 7.54 4.36 3.27 5.81 7.94 6.92 5
Eu 0.47 0.79 0.88 0.42 0.42 0.24 0.44 0.29 5
Tb 0.87 1.18 1.18 0.63 0.59 0.75 1.11 1.09 5
Yb 3.2 4.2 3.9 2.3 2.1 3.1 4.9 4.3 5
Lu 0.43 0.62 0.61 0.34 0.29 0.51 0.72 0.62 3

Sc 3.04 5.33 4.61 2.63 2.54 2.69 4.05 1.70 10
Cr iii til iii ix! iii iii u1 iii 5
Fe 0.67 1.25 2.39 1.1 1.07 1.15 0.66 1.44 5
Co 0.4 0.5 1.6 1.4 0.4 0.7 13.7 1.2 15
Zn 14 28 28 21 20 21 13 20 5
As 7.9 10.8 7.7 2.9 1.3 iii iii 27.3 5
Se 4.6 3.4 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.5 5.0 3.8 5
Cs 4.12 4.5 1.8 3.26 12.75 119.3 1.15 1.8 5
Hf 8.9 4.5 1.8 7.0 6.5 7.5 12.0 9.2 5
Ta 1.97 2.39 2.34 1.81 1.71 2.12 2.83 2.29 5
Th 8.3 9.7 9.1 10.2 9.8 9.8 11.7 9.6 5
U 3.9 3.5 2.3 4.0 3.0 4.0 3.6 3.2 7
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their otherwise more restricted bulk compositional range. Therefore, the chemical variations

in major and minor elements indicate that fractional crystallization of mafic magma played a

major role in creating the volcanic suite from basalt to dacite, whereas the rhyolitic group

was produced from a different magma source, probably a crustal melt.

4.1.2 Trace Elements
Trace element variations, without REE's, are shown in the form of spider diagrams

(Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3). All element concentrations are normalized to mid-ocean ridge

basalt (MORB) concentrations taken from Pearce (1983). All rocks are enriched in large ion

lithophile elements (LILE) compared to MORB, and rock/MORB concentrations decrease

towards less incompatible elements to the right (Fig. 4.2). Compatible elements like Cr and

Ni are depleted in the volcanic suite. Dacites have minor depletions of Nb, P205, and TiC)2

(Fig. 4.3B). A more pronounced depletion of P205 and Ti02 is observed in the rhyolites.

Such patterns are normally associated with caic-alkaline volcanism in island or continental

arcs (Pearce, 1982). Rhyolite samples, collected from different lava flows and ash-flow

tuffs, show similar trace element patterns (Fig. 4.3C), indicating a common origin.

Compared to the basalt SC! (Fig. 4.3A), andesites, dacites and rhyolites are enriched in
LILE and depleted in less incompatible and compatible elements. Exceptions are the high Zr

and Y values in the rhyodacites and rhyolites, from here on summarized as 'rhyolite
group'.

Most of the trace elements have scattered broad linear variation trends from basalt to
dacite (Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.7). The trace elements define 5 groups: (1) elements that decrease

linearly for the entire suite, Eu, Sc, Co, Zn, Cu; (2) those that decrease from basalt to

dacite and are nearly constant in the rhyolite group, Cr, Cu, Zn; (3) elements that increase

in the mafic group but decrease in the silicic group, such as Pb and Ba; (4) those that

decrease in the mafic but increase in the silicic group, including Y, Zr, Nb, U, Sm, Tb, Lu,

Ta, Hf, and (5) those that behave incompatibly throughout the suite are Rb and Th. Sr and

La exhibit a lot of scatter but generally decrease and increase, respectively, with decreasing

Fe. The rhyolites had a separate differentiation history based on the differences in trace

element trends and the compositional gap between the basalt, andesite, and dacite group

and the rhyolite group.

The fact that the REE concentrations decrease from basalt SC1 to dacite C2 (Fig.

4.5 and Fig. 4.7) is unusual because REE's are typically incompatible. With fractional

crystallization from basalt to rhyolite they should increase. Possible explanations will be

discussed below where the chemical data are modeled.
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All samples have 50 to 150 times enrichment of light REE concentrations,

compared to chondrite, decreasing to about 5 to 30-fold for heavy REE. The basalt Sc!

has a very similar REE pattern compared to average SMB (Fig. 4.6). The group E in Fig.

4.4A (Gunn & Watkins, 1970; Helmke & Haskin, 1973) includes the least evolved

SMB's. They range in Si02 content from 45 to 50 wt%. In the rhyolite group itself, REE

trends are nearly parallel to each other (Fig. 4.6), suggesting that no large proportions of
mineral phases which prefer one REE, or group, over another, like zircon or allanite, were

fractionated. The rhyolitic tuff Taft has higher REE concentrations than the rhyolitic lava

flows (Fig. 4.6 E) and could be genetically related to them by fractionation. Dacites, as a

group, have only minor REE variations; whereas, andesites range from 54.5 to 61.9 wt%

Si02 (or 3.6-1.6 wt% MgO) and have a broader range in REE concentrations.

Nearly all 15 andesite and dacite samples lack a negative Eu-anomaly (Fig. 4.6).

Only dacite LA1a has a weak, negative Eu-anomaly. Eu in its +2 valence state substitutes

for Ca 2+ in plagioclase minerals; therefore, Eu is compatible with respect to plagioclase

and should be depleted in melts created by significant plagioclase fractionation. Although

plagioclase phenocrysts are present in the suite, Eu was not preferentially depleted relative

to the other REE. The partition coefficient for Eu strongly depends on oxygen fugacity,

because Eu in its +3 valence state cannot substitute for Ca 2+ in plagioclase (Drake and

Weill, 1985).

At fj = 10-10 the partition coefficient for Eu reaches 1, but only fairly hot (>950 °C)

andesites and dacites are likely to have such high oxygen fugacities (Carmichael, 1974).

More recent studies by Moeller & Muecke (1984) indicate that Eu partitioning in silicic
melts is not only f and T dependent, but also strongly dependent on melt composition.

Eu 2+ is stabilized in the magma by aluminosiicate complexes under anhydrous

conditions. Such a highly polymerized silicic melt can explain the absence of a negative Eu
anomaly. The compositional effect can be equivalent to a change in f2 of 5-6 orders of

magnitude (Moeller & Muecke, 1984). The analyzed andesite and dacite samples have high

Al2O3 concentrations, which could be responsible for stabilizing Eu in the melts. On the

other hand, rhyQlites also have high Al203 concentrations, but have a significant negative

Eu anomaly. The important difference may be that andesitic and dacitic melts were

relatively volatile poor, whereas, the rhyolitic melts had higher H20 contents.

4.2 Modeling of Andesites and Dacites
Major element variations were modeled using the programs 'Magfrac' (Morris,

1984 and 'TRACE.FOR' (Nielsen ,l988a). Morris's program is a least squares regression

model, whereas Nielsen's is a forward model. For trace element modeling, Nielsen's
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program, and assimilation-fractional crystallization equations from DePaolo (1981), and

mixing equations from Langmuir et al. (1978) were used.

4.2.1 Major Elements

4.2.1.1 Program 'magfrac' (Morris, 1984)

4.2.1.1.1 introduction and Assumptions

MAGFRAC is a computer program that simulates crystal fractionation effects on
major and minor element trends. Input data are parent, daughter, and mineral compositions.

A possible contaminant can substitute as a mineral phase and thus simulate assimilation.

The program calculates best-fit linear regressions resulting in the percentages for each

added or fractionated mineral phase, total percentages of fractionation, and the sum of
squared residual (R2), by comparing the known with the calculated parent composition, to

produce a given daughter composition. Three sample runs are in Tables 4.2, 4.3,and 4.4.
Two different S MB's were used as parent composition: an average SMB from Gunn &

Watkins (1970) with 48.8 weight % Si02 (or 4.88 wt% MgO), and a SMB from Carison

& Hart (1987) with 47.3 weight % Si02 (or 5.73 wt% MgO). The daughter compositions

are andesites and dacites from the study area; major and minor element concentrations are
from Table 4.1. Mineral compositions are from different sources. To model from basalt to

andesite, mafic olivine and plagioclase compositions were taken from microprobe analyses

of sample CA5 (andesite), and an average dinopyroxene composition from sample SC1

(basalt) (Table 4.2, 4.3). To model from andesite C4 to dacites, rim compositions from

olivine, plagioclase, and average cinopyroxene minerals of sample CA5 were taken (Table

4.4). For all runs, magnetite, ilmenite and apatite input data were from Deer, Howie, and

Zussman (1966). Run conditions were altered by using two different SMB's and a possible

contaminant, P3b, to evaluate the impact on the sum of R2. Therefore, four runs were done

for each sample. A summary of the results is in Table 4.5, excluding runs that produced

unreasonable solutions like negative fractionation, huge degrees of fractionation (>90% for

andesites and dacites), or mineral proportions incompatible with modal information.

4.2.1.1.2 Results

When using the more Mg-rich SMB composition from Carlson & Hart (1987) as a
parent the solutions were in general better, as seen by smaller R2 (Table 4.5). The major

reason is the high K20 and Na20 concentrations in the average SMB from Gunn &

Watkins (1970). The mineral phases are not able to incorporate enough K20 and Na20,
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SMB-C3

Si02
1102
Al203
FeO*

MgO
CaO
Na20
K20
P205

Si02
Ti02
Al203
F
MnO
MgO
CaO
Na20
P203

C3 oily plag cpx magn ilme apat P3b SMB
58.17 35.64 2.73 4.80 0. 0.51 60o 72.05 47.30
1.01 0.03 0.00 1.55 0.00 50.02 0.00 0.23 2.38
17.22 0.00 28.85 3.29 0.21 0.00 0.00 13.87 15.70
7.05 34.04 1.29 12.10 99.60 46.37 0.00 1.08 15.10
0.13 0.53 0.00 0.23 0.00 1.44 0.00 0.04 0.19
3.36 27.81 0.19 14.67 0.00 0.46 0.00 0.02 5.73
6.3 0.33 12.12 19.71 0.00 0.71 56.00 0.61 8.25
4.27 0.00 4.28 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.82 3.14
2.05 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.26 0.99
0.44 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 0.03 0.34

Y.OBS
47.30
2.38
15.70
15.10
0.19
5.73
8.25
3.14
0.34

Y.EST
47.31
2.38
15.70
15.10
0.19
5.72
8.24
3.14
0.35

RESIDUALS
-0.0140
0.0010
0.0024
0.0011

-0.0001
0.0080
0.0073
0.0021
-0.0095

COMPONENTS
C3
oily
plag
cpx
magn
lime
apat
P3b

PROPORTIONS
0.695
0.077
0.183
0.082
0.051
0.032
0.00 1
-0.132

The starting composition is a primitive SMB from Carlson and Hart (1987) and the daughter
product, C3, is an andesite from the Steens Mountain Volcanic Series. Mineral input data are taken
from Deer, Howie, and Zussman (1966) for magnetite, ilmenite, and apatite. Olivine and plagioclase
compositions are from microprobe analyses on sample CM, and cpx composition from sample SC1.
The assimilant P3b is a rhyolite from the Pike Creek Series.

Table 4.2: Fractionation calculations using MAGFRAC (Morris, 1984).

Table 4.3 Fractionation calculations using MAGFRAC (Morris, 1984).

= 0.0052
f =30%
ass. =13%
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SMB-C4

C4 oily plag cpx magn lime apat SMB
Si02 56.64 35.64 2i3 4.80 0.2 0.51 6.00 47.30
1102 1.27 0.03 0.00 1.55 0.00 50.02 0.00 2.38
Al203 17.36 0.00 28.85 3.29 0.21 0.00 0.00 15.70
FeO 8.01 34.04 1.29 12.10 99.6 46.37 0.00 15.10
MnO 0.15 0.53 0.00 0.23 0.00 1.44 0.00 0.19

2.76 27.81 0.19 14.67 0.00 0.46 0.00 5.73
CaO 6.87 0.33 12.12 19.71 0.00 0.71 56.00 8.25
Na20 4.33 0.00 4.28 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.14
K20 1.97 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99
P205 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 0.34

Y.OBS Y.EST RESIDUALS COMPONENTS PROPORTION
5i02 47.30 47.31 -0.0095 C4 0.430
'1102 2.38 2.38 -0.0001 oily 0.113 ZR2 = 0.0091
Al203 15.70 15.70 0.0001 plag 0.275 f =57%
FeO* 15.10 15.10 -0.0000 cpx 0.091 ass. =0%
MnO 0.19 0.19 -0.0037 magn 0.048
MgO 5.73 5.72 0.0121 lime 0.034
CaO 8.25 8.24 0.0135 apat 0.002
Na20 3.14 3.07 0.0749
K20 0.99 0.94 0.0522
P205 0.34 0.36 -0.0177



The starting composition C4 is an andesite from the Steens Mountain Volcanic Series. The daughter
product W3 is a dacite from the Pike Creek Series. Mineral input data for magnetite, ilmenite, and
apatite are taken from Deer, Howie, and Zussman (1966). Olivine, plagioclase, and cpx compositions
are from microprobe analyses on sample CA5.

Table 4.4: Fractionation calculations using MAGFRAC (Morris, 1984).

C4-W3

W3 oliv plag cpx magn ilme apat C4
Si02 65.03 37.38 37.12 &98 0.27 0.51 6:00 56.64
1102 0.59 0.09 0.00 1.33 0.00 50.02 0.00 1.27
Al203 16.66 0.00 26.61 3.04 0.21 0.00 0.00 17.36
FeO* 4.36 31.97 1.02 12.80 99.6 46.37 0.00 8.01
MnO 0.05 0.51 0.00 0.36 0.00 1.44 0.00 0.15
MgO 1.69 23.42 0.13 14.45 0.00 0.46 0.00 2.76
CaO 4.46 0.41 8.83 18.08 0.00 0.71 56.00 6.87
Na20 4.09 0.00 5.73 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.33
K20 2.88 0.00 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.97
P205 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 43.00 0-.64

Y.OBS Y.EST RESIDUALS COMPONENTS PROPORTIONS
Si02 56.64 56.67 -0.0270 W3 0.530
Ti02 1.27 1.27 -0.0023 oily 0.046 ER2 =0.18
Al203 17.36 17.39 -0.0342 plag 0.316 f =47%
FeO* 8.01 8.01 0.0001 cpx 0.049 ass. = 0%
MnO 0.15 0.09 0.0535 magn 0.025

2.76 2.72 0.0401 lime 0.018
6.87 6.83 0.0401 apat 0.014

Na20 4.33 3.99 0.3351
K20 1.97 1.73 0.242
P205 0.64 0.69 -0.0522



SMB - andesite

for comparison
SMBU) 7-10

andesite - dacite

oliv

(a) run with assimilant P3b
* run with SMB from Carison & Hart (1987) as parent
** run with ay. SMB from Gunn & Watkins (1970) as parent
(1) afterMinoretal. (1987)

Table 4.5 Summary of major element modeling using the least square program magfrac'

from Morris (1984). For mineral compositions and example runs see Table 4.2-4.4. Run

conditions were altered by using different S MB's and a possible assimilant Peb to evaluate
the impact on R2.

oily

SC1 9.1
SC1** 4.6
CA5* 12.3
CA5* (a) 12
CA5 (a) 7.0
C3* (a) 7.7
C3** 6.1
W2* 11.4
W2** 7.1
W2** (a) 3.4
CA6* 11.3
CA6** 7.1
CA6** (a) 5.5
CA3* 11.4
CA3 7.2
C4* 11.3

4* (a) 10.4
C4** 7.0
SC7* 12.2
SC7** 8.1
SC7** (a) 7.8

C2 4.0
LA1a 5.6
W3 4.6
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plag cpx magn ilme apat assim. % f %

30.8 8.9 4.2 1.6 0 0 55 0.31
30.0 9.8 3.4 1.0 0.3 0 49 0.23
32.9 4.6 3.6 2.7 0.3 0 57 0.04
31.2 3.7 3.2 2.4 0.2 2.8 53 0.04
26.2 1.6 1.2 1.3 0.3 10.7 38 0.19
18.3 8.2 5.1 3.2 0.1 13 30 0.01
28.2 10.5 4.9 3.3 0.7 0 54 0.16
33.1 10.1 5.9 3.9 0.5 0 66 0.10
32.8 11.3 5.3 3.6 0.9 0 61 0.27
18.6 10.0 5.0 3.0 0.4 24 40 0.26
30.0 9.5 5.6 3.7 0.5 0 61 0.11
29.3 10.7 4.9 3.3 0.8 0 56 0.30
21.5 9.8 4.6 3.0 0.6 10 45 0.33
30.9 9.4 5.6 3.7 0.5 0 62 0.08
30.3 10.6 4.9 3.4 0.8 0 58 0.27
27.5 9.1 4.8 3.4 0.2 0 57 0.01
22.4 8.5 4.4 3.1 0 5.8 49 0.01
26.4 10.1 4.1 3.0 0.5 0 51 0.12
28.6 7.5 5.0 3.6 0.3 0 58 0.11
27.7 8.4 4.3 3.3 0.6 0 53 0.24
25.6 7.9 4.2 3.2 0.6 2.5 49 0.24
34.5 9.0 5.1 3.1 0.5 0 65 0.08
24.7 6.8 4.0 1.8 0.4 19 48 0.11
34.4 10.0 4.4 2.6 0.8 0 61 0.25
36.7 10.0 5.8 3.6 0.5 0 69 0.01
34.7 9.7 5.6 3.4 0.4 5 65 0.01
36.8 11.2 5.1 3.3 0.8 0 65 0.09
28.4 10.0 4.7 2.5 0.3 21 51 0.01
33.3 9.9 5.5 3.8 0.5 0 66 0.03
20.1 8.6 4.8 3.2 0.0 22.5 47 0.02
33.0 11.1 4.9 3.5 0.8 0 62 0.17

20-30 20-30 3-15

plag cpx magn ilme apat assim. % f%

30.7 4.1 2.7 1.7 1.3 0 45 0.19
30.9 4.5 2.1 1.7 1.4 0 47 0.23
31.6 4.9 2.5 1.8 1.4 0 47 0.18

CA1* 12.1
CA1*(a) 10.0
CA1** 8.0
C1* 11.8
C1 (a) 11.2
C1** 7.6
C1** (a) 4.9
W1* 12.3
W1* (a) 10.0
W1** 8.2



and therefore produce a larger misfit. This suggests that crustal material was assimilated

into the more evolved SMB rather than being produced by simple crystal fractionation from

the more primitive composition. In a few cases, R2 decreased by allowing the program to

add silicic material (P3b). The example in Table 4.2 shows that by assimilation of 13% P3b

the needed fractionation, to produce andesite C3, is reduced to 30%. No reasonable

solution was found by using the more primitive SMB without assimilation. The amount of

assimilation ranges from 2.5 to 22.5% for the andesites, and r, the ratio of assimilation to

crystallization, is <0.5 (Table 4.5). Without assimilation the amount of fractionation is

between 53 and 66% for andesites. The phases fractionated are olivine, plagioclase,

clinopyroxene, magnetite, ilmethte and apatite. Olivine ranges from 4.6 to 12.3%,

plagioclase from 18.3 to 36.7%, clinopyroxene from 1.6 to 11.3%, magnetite from 1.2 to

5.9%, ilmenite from 1.0 to 3.8%, and apatite from 0 to 0.9%. Mineral proportions are

consistent with petrographic observations and with mineral proportions observed in SMB's

by Minor et al. (1987) (Table 4.5), except that a larger proportion of clinopyroxene is

fractionated than observed.

Modeling the three dacites C2, LA1a, W3, from the andesite parent, C4, produced

slightly higher, but still reasonable, R2 values (Table 4.4 and 4.5). Using an additional

mineral phase like orthopyroxene and/or contaminant P3b produced impossible solutions.

Again, as for andesites, about 50 % mineral fractionation is necessary to create the given

daughter compositions. From andesite to dacite the following mineral phases and

proportions are fractionated: olivine 4 to 5.6%, plagioclase 30.7 to 31.6 %, cinopyroxene

4.1 to 4.9%, magnetite 2.1 to 2.7%, ilmenite 1.7 to 1.8%, and apatite 1.3 to 1.4%. A

major discrepancy between computer modeling and petrographic studies is the presence of

orthopyroxene in the dacites. The calculated mineral proportions are otherwise consistent

with observed phases. Mineral proportions and percentages of crystal fractionation for

andesites and dacites are used below (4.2.2) to calculate bulk distribution coefficients for

REE's and their concentrations in andesitic and dacitic melts.

4.2.1.2 Program 'TRACE.FOR' (Nielsen, 1988a)

4.2.1.2.1 Introduction and Assumptions

The computer program TRACE.FOR is designed to model magma processes like

fractional crystallization, assimilation, magma chamber recharge, eruption events, and in

situ crystallization. For applications and detailed descriptions of the program see Nielsen

(1988a, 1988b, 1990). The program is restricted to anhydrous, low pressure crystal-liquid

equilibria and to melt compositions with less than 65 wt% Si02.
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In this study, an updated version of TRACE.FOR was used. Major and trace

elements for andesites and dacites were modeled by simulating fractional crystallization,

and combined assimilation-fractional crystallization (AFC). Manyruns with variable input

data were carried out to find the best solution. Because TRACE.FOR is a forward model, it

is important to have good constraints on the starting conditions. The assumption was made
that all andesites and dacites came from one common parent magma. The same primitive

SMB from Carison & Hart (1987) was used as parent magma, as in the models above.

Oxygen fugacity was estimated to be +2 log units above the fayalite-magnetite-quartz

buffer. Rhyolite P3b was used as contaminant because of its low trace element

concentrations. Rates of assimilation relative to fractionation (r) were altered in small

increments from r=0 to r=0.9 to evaluate its impact on andesitic and dacitic melt

compositions. For simplification only the results of two runs, r=0 and r=0.9, are shown in
Fig. 4.8. Melt compositions from the computer runs are plotted in steps of 2.0%

fractionation (Fig. 4.8), although the program calculated new melt compositions at every

0.2% increments of fractionation. For comparison, Snake River Basalt (SRB), Columbia

River Basalt (CRB), and Steens Mountain Basalts (SMB) are also plotted.

4.2.1.2.2 Results of Major Element Model g

Major element data together with two calculated liquid lines of descent are shown in

Fig. 4.8. Variations in FeO*,CaO, Na20, and K20 can be explained by fractional

crystallization plus different amounts of assimilation. Fractional crystallization alone cannot

account for the element variations when assuming one common parent magma. In most

cases the calculated liquid line of descent fits better with higher r. Variations in Ti02, P205,

and Al203 do not all fall with in the range of the calculated liquid lines of descent. Wrong

starting conditions could be one explanation. The TiO2 and P205 liquid lines of descent

might be lowered to better coincide with the data if a Ti and P depleted parent composition

were chosen. But no such SMB composition is found in the area. The needed parent

composition must have approximately 1.5 wt% TiO2 and 0.2 wt% P205 at 5.5 MgO. One

of the plotted CRB compositions with about 9 wt% MgO has low Ti and P concentrations

and could be a potential parent. With respect to Al2O3, the discrepancy between models and

data is enormous. The M203 trend is sensitive to the role of plagioclase, the only

aluminous mineral in the suite. Under hydrous conditions, or elevated pressures,

plagioclase crystallization is suppressed, and olivine and cinopyroxene fractionate first,

lowering thereby the AFC trends for Ti02, and increasing the Al203 concentrations with

evolution until plagioclase joins the liquidus assemblage (Fig. 4.8 c,d). Plagioclase

fractionation below 50% (after phases are normalized to 100% crystal fractionation)
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increases the M203 content in the melt. The smallamount (<3 %) of plagioclase

phenocrysts in andesites and dacites is consistent with a plagioclase suppression model.
But dacites contain no hydrous phase, such as homblende, which would indicate elevated

water concentrations (Pearce et aL, 1987). Fractionation under hydrous conditions would

have no large effect on the calculated P205 trends. In the P205-MgO plot (Fig. 4.8 e), all

andesite data points fall between the crystal fractionation and AFC trend, with r=0.9, but

the three dacites are far too low in their P205 concentrations. To fit these trends magma

mixing, or a combination of magma mixing and AFC will be considered and discussed

below with respect to trace element variations.

4.2.1.3 Summary
Major element compositions of dacites cannot be modeled satisfactorily by AFC.

This is indicated by; (1) observed mineral phases are not consistent with calculated phases,

(2) Ti02, and Al203 concentrations cannot be modeled without suppression of plagioclase

fractionation, (3) P205 concentrations cannot be modeled at all. The best fit is reached with

higher r values when using TRACE.FOR. The amount of crystal fractionation is about

21% from andesite C4, and about 55% from SMB, using r=0.9. When using r=0, only

14% crystal fractionation is calculated to produce dacite compositions from andesite C4. On

the other hand, MAGFRAC requires 0% assimilation and crystal fractionation of about

47%, when starting with andesite C4, to produce the dacite compositions.

It seems to be possible to model all major element compositions of andesites by

AFC with plagioclase suppression and different assimilation rates. Although the effect of

plagioclase suppression can only be estimated. A high assimilation rate helps especially to
model CaO and P205 variations in the andesites. Both programs calculate 50 to 63% crystal

fractionation for andesites, when assuming 0% assimilation and a SMB parent with 5.73

wt% MgO. When using an assimilation rate of r=0.9 the percentage crystal fractionation

decreases to 28-51% (TRACE.FOR). The crystal fractionation sequence for all

TRACE.FOR runs is plagioclase, olivine, spinel, and then augite because hydrous

conditions and high-pressure cannot be modeled with TRACE.FOR. Petrographic studies

also suggest a crystallization sequence plagioclase followed by olivine and dinopyroxene,

although andesites contain less then 5% phenocrysts.

Microprobe analyses of augite and plagioclase in andesite CA5 are similar to

mineral compositions calculated by TRACE.FOR with r=0 and 49% crystal fractionation.

The corresponding melt compositions fits with CA5 except for Al and Ti values.
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4.2.2 Trace Elements
Neither simple crystal fractionation nor AFC can produce decreasing REE trends

from basalt to andesites and dacites (Fig. 4.9). Although the AFC trend with high r is a

closer approximation than fractionation alone. As contaminant the rhyolite (P3b), with the

lowest REE concentrations was used. P3b has much lower in REE concentrations than

average crust (Henderson, 1986). Other trace elements like Ni, Sr, and Hf also could not

be modeled by AFC. Trace element trends, consistent with the major element models were

also tested by using the AFC equation (6a) from DePaolo (1981). Bulk distribution

coefficients were calculated to fit the observed changes in La, Sm, and Lu from SMB to
andesite C4, and from andesite C4 to dacite C2.

\CaCm
_F-Z

Cm0 - 1 )zCmO (lF-Z)

r+D-1
z r - i Ca = concentration m the contaminant

F = MmJMm0 Cm0 = original concentration in the magma

r = Ma/ M Cm = concentration in the daughter magma

Mm0 = mass of original magma

Mm = mass of daughter magma

r = assimilation rate

Ma = rate of assimilation

M = rate of crystallization

Having derived F from major element modeling, taking a high assimilation rate of r = 0.9,
and choosing Ca values smaller than in any of the rhyolites, D was calculated for two

parent daughter pairs. The results are summarized in Table 4.6. Smaller r values produce

larger misfits for all data points. The expected bulk distribution coefficient was calculated

by using phase proportions from major element modeling with MAGFRAC and partition

coefficients from the literature (Nagasawa, 1970; Nagasawa and Schnetzler, 1971; Arth,

1976; Luhr et al., 1984; Nielsen et al., 1991). The needed bulk distribution coefficients for

REE modeling must be at least twice as great as expected to make AFC workable. The only

mineral phase which could contribute to increase D significantly is apatite. Using a partition

coefficient of 25 for La in apatite, 5-6% apatite fractionation would be necessary to produce

a melt like andesite C4 from an average SMB melt. From andesite C4 to dacite C4, 7-9%

(6a)
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SMB - andesite C4 (56.6 wt% Si02)

Cm CmO Ca r F D(2)ex,d

andesite C4 - dacite C2 (64.6 wt% Si02)

Cm CmO Ca r F D(1)needed D2expected

calculated after equation (6a) (DePaolo, 1981)
calculated by using phase proportions from major element modelling and partition
coeffiecents from the literature (Nagasawa, 1970; Nagasawa and Schnetzler, 1971;
Arth, 1976; Luhr et al., 1984; Nielsen et al., 1991).

Table 4.6: Calculated partition coefficients.
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La 21.2 29.1 15 0.9 0.5 0.74 0.17-0.31
Sm 3.01 5.26 2 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.23-0.39
Lu 0.16 0.27 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.18-0.33

La 29.1 21.2 15 0.9 0.5 0.56 0.12-0.23
Sm 5.26 7.3 2 0.9 0.5 0.45 0.2-0.31
Lu 0.27 0.49 0.1 0.9 0.5 0.45 0.14-0.26



apatite fractionation would be necessary. Zircon has high partition coefficients for heavy

REE's but not for light REE's and therefore, wouldn't produce parallel REE trends when

fractionated in significant amounts.

4.2.2.1 Magma Mixing
Microprobe analyses, and minor and trace element variations suggest the

involvement of magma mixing to produce most of the andesites and the three dacites.

Mixing between SMB and a siicic melt with very low REE concentrations, is a possible
solution (Fig. 4.9).

Using a general mixing equation (Langmuir et al., 1977) trace element ratio-ratio

diagrams were plotted to test magma mixing. The general equation has the form of a
hyperbola.

Ax + Bxy + Cy + D =0 x,y: coordinates of data points

A,B,C,D,: coefficients

Coefficient B reflects the extent of hyperbolic curvature of a mixing curve. The curvature is

normally shown as values of r, where r is a ratio related to coefficient B. For detailed

descriptions, additional equations, and how to derive coefficients A, B, C, D see Langmuir

et aL, 1977. A straight line is represented by r=1. To calculate a mixing hyperbola, no end

member compositions are necessary. By using two well-separated data points, a mixing

curve can be calculated. Ratio-ratio plots in conjunction with companion plots can test

magma mixing (Langmuir et al., 1977; Cox et al., 1979; Flood et al.,1989). If magma

mixing is the only, or dominant, factor, all data points should fall on the calculated

hyperbola, and data points should keep the same order relative to each other when plotted

in different ratio-ratio diagrams. The data points do not exactly fall along a hyperbola and

their relative order is not always exactly the same, but is close (Fig. 4.10 a,b,c,d). A

hyperbola function with curvature r=0.01 gives the best fit for the tested trace elements Hf,

Eu, Ta, Zr, Rb, Sm, Th, and Sc. Mixing plots with La do not produce a good hyperbola

function.

When using only ratios of incompatible elements, partial melting and differentiation

do not affect the ratios. Compatible/incompatible ratios will be affected by differentiation in

a magma chamber. Therefore, mixing of two distinct and separated magmas is suggested,

when incompatible/incompatible ratios as well as compatiblefmcompatible ratios fit mixing

curves (Langmuir, 1977). Having chosen Sc as the compatible element, Sm/Eu versus

Sc/Tb was plotted to show that mixing between two separated magmas is more likely than
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mixing of related differentiated magmas. Langmuir (1977) emphasizes the point that good

correlations of calculated mixing curves and data points does not prove magma mixing, but

rather may "verify or refute it as a possible process". No satisfactory constraints on the two

end members for a mixing model are present, but the mafic end member has to be more

mafic and slightly lower in REE's than average SMB, and the silicic end member must be

lower in REE's than any of the rhyolites (Fig. 4.9). Andesites are not suitable as one end

member because they do not fall on an AFC trend, or have REE concentrations that are too

high at a given MgO value (Fig. 4.5). The siicic end member could be a lower crust melt

depleted in REE's. Trace element concentrations of the lower crust estimated by Taylor and

McClennan (1985) are significantly lower than REE concentrations of the upper crust

(Table 4.7).

From the good fit of data points with calculated mixing hyperbola and the

impossibility to produce decreasing REE trends with AFC, I concluded that magma mixing

is a probable magma process to model trace element concentrations of most andesites and

dacites.

4.3 Summary of Modeling of Andesites and Dacites
Basalt, andesites, dacites, and rhyolites of the volcanic suite at Steens Mountains

are not related to each other by simple crystal fractionation alone. AFC with high r from a

Steens Basalt seems to be a good solution for andesites and dacites when considering their

major element chemistry, but does not work for most andesites and all dacites when

modeling their REE chemistry and many of the other trace elements. AFC models also

don't work for dacite P205 concentrations. Mixing with a low trace element abundant

siicic melt is required for most andesites and all dacites. Basalt SC1 is similar to SMB with

respect to many elements (REE) but is more highly evolved in major elements (for example

lower MgO content) and has unusually low Sr concentrations, which caused me not to use

SC1 as a parent in fractionation models. A primitive SMB magma could be the parent

magma for andesites and dacites when combining AFC with various proportions of magma

mixing. The major element chemistry of andesites can be modeled by AFC with various

amounts of walirock assimilation and elevated water content or high pressure. The major

discrepancies in elements governed by plagioclase (Al203 and Sr) indicate plagioclase was

suppressed. The rhyolites are not part of the same liquid line of descent, but P3b, a rhyolite

with the lowest REE concentrations, is a suitable contaminant for mixing and AFC.
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4.4 Modeling of Rhyolites
The rhyolites are assumed to be differentiated partial melts of the crust and not

directly related to the rest of the volcanic suite by crystal fractionation or AFC indicated by:

(1) a compositional gap between the dacites and the rhyolite group, (2) rhyolites are below

andesites and dacites in the stratigraphic sequence, (3) many trace element variation trends

are different among rhyolites from trends overall, (4) rhyolites could not be modeled from

dacite C2 using MAGFRAC.

4.4.1 Differentiation among Rhyolites
Major element variations could not be modeled with MAGFRAC. Sum of squared

residuals larger than 2, as well as impossible phase proportions, indicate that the rhyolite

major element chemistry is altered, or that the constraints on input data are not good

enough. Mineral compositions were taken from sanidine microprobe analyses on sample

B2 (rhyolite); plagioclase, quartz, biotite, homblende, apatite, magnetite, and ilmenite

were from Deer, Howie, and Zussmann (1966). The large misfit was caused mainly by the

steep increase in K20 and Na20 in the rhyolite group. These trends cannot be modeled

with sanidine and/or biotite fractionation because of their highK20 and Na20
concentrations. Both phases are liquidus phases and should fractionate. Also no reasonable

solution could be found when adding a contaminant. Petrographic studies indicate that

sanidine, quartz, plagioclase, biotite, apatite, and Fe-Ti oxides should be liquidus phases,

and they are used below to calculate trace element fractionation trends.

Trace element concentrations among the rhyolites can be modeled by simple crystal

fractionation. This can be seen especially well in their REE variations. The following

mineral proportions in rhyolite P3b were estimated to calculate bulk distribution coefficients

for some REE's: sanidine 20%, quartz 15%, plagioclase 5%, biotite 2%, magnetite 0.3%,

ilmenite 0.1%, and apatite 0.3%. P3b was chosen as parent composition because the

sample is lowest in La and Sm concentrations. With D=0.7l for La and D=O.6l for Sm, all

rhyolites can be evolved from P3b by simple crystal fractionation (Fig. 4.11). The expected

La and Sm concentrations were calculated by using the following crystal fractionation

equation (Cox, Bell, and Pankhurst, 1979):

CL = concentration in evolved melt

= initial concentration in melt

F =(1-x)
x = fraction of crystallization

D = bulk distribution coefficient
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To produce the rhyolitic lava flows between 30 and 80% crystal fractionation is

required; whereas, 80-90% fractionation are necessary to evolve the rhyolitic tuff

compositions from P3b. For the Lu/Sm plot, LA2 was chosen as starting composition,

because sample LA2 is lowest in Lu (Fig. 4.11 b). By using a slightly different starting

composition (LA2) lower percentages of crystal fractionation were produced. The siicic

parent melt to all rhyolites was probably slightly lower in REE concentrations than can be

seen in P3b and LA2. The linear variation trends in REE's (Fig. 4.11) was already

mirrored by their parallel rock/chondrite patterns in Fig. 4.6.

4.4.2 Origin of Silicic Parent Melt
Deriving the rhyolites from dacite C2 yields unsatisfactory results because of large

misfits in K20, Na20, Al203, and MgO.The increase in K20 and Na20 from dacite to

rhyolite could only be modeled when adding K and Na-rich phases like sanidine and

biotite. The addition of a contaminant and/or orthopyroxene, a phase which should be on

the liquidus, brought no improvement. Petrographic observations indicate that phases on

the liquidus should be plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and orthopyroxene.

Trace element concentrations of REE's, Ta, Th, and U suggest that the siicic parent

melt could have been derived from the lower crust by partial melting. When comparing the

low REE rhyolite P3b with a proposed lower crust composition (Taylor and McClennan,

1985), Sm, Tb, Yb, and Lu concentrations are very similar (Table 4.7); whereas, La is

significantly higher and Eu significantly lower than the proposed lower crust

concentrations. Ta, Th, and U concentrations are close to upper crust composition. Partial

melt calculations, using the batch equilibrium melt equation below (Cox, Bell, and

Pankhurst, 1979), indicate that Sm, Th, Yb, and Lu concentrations in P3b could be derived

from the lower crust by 20% to 30% partial melting when assuming bulk distribution

coefficients of close to 1. Smaller bulk distribution coefficients would require 100%

melting.
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(1) from Taylor and McClennan (1985)

Table 4.7: Trace element concentrations in the crust and rhyolite P3b.
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P3b
lower continental
crust (1)

upper continental
crust (1)

(ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

La 24.5 11 30
Ce 23 64
Nd 12.7 26
Sm 3.27 3.17 4.5
Eu 0.42 1.17 0.88
Th 0.59 0.59 0.64
Yb 2.1 2.2 2.2
Lu 0.29 0.29 0.32

Rb 200 5.3 112
Ba 1020 150 550

Sr 76 230 350
Sc 2.63 36 11

Ta 1.71 0.6 2.2
Th 9.8 1.06 10.7
U 3.0 0.28 2.8

(Si02 74.3 wt% 54.4 wt% 66.0 wt%)



batch equilibrium melting:

C = Cm0 D+F(l-D)

D: bulk distribution coefficient

F: melt fraction

Cm: element concentration in

partial melt

Cm0: element concentration in

parent melt

The relatively high La concentration in P3b cannot be modeled from the lower crust

composition when using a reasonable bulk distribution coefficient. D had to be as small as

0.3 to make partial crust melting workable, but it is not likely that La and Sm would have

such different D values. Therefore, if the silicic parent melt was derived by partial lower

crust melting alone the La concentration in the lower crust had to be close to 24.5 ppm. The

evolved major element chemistry of P3b (74 wt% Si02) can be derived from lower crust

(54 wt% Si02) partial melting and/or fractional crystallization from a partial melt. The

negative Eu anomaly is consistent with plagioclase fractionation from a siicic parent melt

and also with partial melting when plagioclase was a residual phase.

REE's alone are difficult to use in modeling a high-silica magma, because of

accessory phases like allanite, monazite, and zircon, which have high partition coefficients

for REE's (Michael, 1984) and are capable of retaining REE's during partial crust melting.

Therefore, other trace elements like Rb, Ba, Sr, Ta, Th, and U are necessary to find further

constraints on the origin of P3b. Strong enrichment in Rb, Ba and depletion in Sr, Sc

suggest crystal fractionation after the partial melting event from the lower crust. It is

impossible to model P3b as a melt of the upper crust not only because of its high REE

concentrations overall, but also because of high Ta, Th, and U concentrations that leave no

room for subsequent crystal fractionation (Table 4.7). The partial, lower crust melting

event had to be fairly large, at least 50%, in order to keep Ta, Th, and U concentrations in

the melt low (40% melting creates unsolvable problems for modeling Ta). Assuming a

lower crust composition of 50% plagioclase and 50% hornblende bulk distribution

coefficients were estimated, and partial melt concentrations for U, Th, Ta, Rb, Sr, and Ba

calculated (Table 4.8) by using the batch equilibrium melting equation. In order to increase

Rb and Ba more rapidly than Ta, U, and Th, fractionation plus assimilation is required.

Fractional crystallization alone would enrich the melt to quickly in Ta, U, Th relative to Rb
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and Ba. The strong depletion in Sr indicates that crystal fractionation was dominated by

plagioclase. The assimilant has to be high in Rb and Ba concentrations, and low in Ta, Th,

U, and REE's. AFC modeling showed that the upper crust composition proposed by

Taylor and McClennan does not work as a possible contaminant, because the amounts of

required fractionation for Ta (15%) and Rb, Ba (65% frac.) would be very different. An

AFC model with about 35% fractionation (dominated by plagioclase) and an assimilation

rate of r=0.6 is workable to produce Rb, Ba, Sr, Ta, Th, and U concentrations of P3b,

when starting from a 50% partial, lower crust melt and using a contaminant higher in Rb

and Ba than the upper crust. Rb and Ba concentrations in the contaminant have to be as

least as high as 250 ppm and 900 ppm respectively. A higher assimilation rate and lower Ta

concentrations in the contaminant (lppm) does not increase the amount of fractionation for

Ta notably; and therefore, does not bring the calculated amounts of fractionation for Rb and

Ta closer together. The problem is that D for Rb, Ba, and Ta are nearly the same, but Rb

and Ba are enriched, whereas, Ta is depleted in P3b compared to the upper crust

composition. Consequently, the contaminant cannot be the average upper crust, but

perhaps an alkali-feldspar enriched crustal lithology (high in Rb and Ba). Increasing the

partial melt to 70% improves the fit slightly, but Rb in the contaminant has still to be 250

ppm. Using a higher partial melting event increases the possible amount of fractionation for

Ta from 15 to 25%, but on the other hand has nearly no effect on the percent of

fractionation for Rb and Ba.
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50% partial melting of the lower crust (50% plag/ 50% hbl)

*
estimated

**
making D larger increases the amount of fractionation

(1) from Taylor and McClennan (1985)

Table 4.8: Partial melt and AFC calculations.
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element D* conc. in melt

U 0 0.56 ppm

Th 0 2.12

Ta 0 1.2

Rb 0.1 9.6

Sr 1.5 184

Ba 0.17 256

AFC w/r=0.6

element D* assir.i pr ctust(1) % frac.
Rb 0 250 ppm 112 ppm 35

Ba 0.3 900 550 40

Sr 3.4 350 350 35

Ta 0 2.0 2.2 15

Th 0 10.8 10.8 30

U 0 2.8 2.8 35



Chapter Five: Discussion

5.1 Comparison of the Steens Mountain Volcanism with other
Volcanic Fields in the Basin and Range Province.
The predominantly intermediate composition volcanic rocks underlying the SMB

are part of an early "calc-alkaline" magmatic episode in the Basin and Range Province that

gave way to dominantly basaltic magmatism about 18 Ma ago (Christiansen & McKee,

1978; Barrash & Venkatakrishnan, 1982; Hart & Carlson, 1987). The Steens Mountain

volcanic suite is compared to intermediate volcanism of the early and mid-Tertiary as

exemplified by the eastern Nevada volcanism, e.g. Egan Range volcanic complex (ERVC),

(Feeley, 1990; Feeley and Grunder, 1991), the Mojave block volcanism (Glazner, 1990),

and to a suite temporally belonging to the late Tertiary basaltic volcanism, namely the

Medicine Lake volcanism (MLV) (Grove et aL, 1982), but in which intermediate

composition rocks are present.

The principal similarity between the three geographically and temporally distinct

areas is that andesites and dacites were produced by a combination of AFC and mixing.

Compared to eastern Nevada (38-34 Ma), the Steens Mountain volcanic suite includes more

mafic compositions (Fig. 5.1) and is slightly higher in Na20, P205, and lower in K20,

CaO. Their REE patterns are significantly different. Eastern Nevada dacites have higher

REE concentrations than andesites, and all rock types, basalts through rhyodacites, have a

negative Eu-anomaly. The silicic endmember for magma mixing in eastern Nevada had

high REE concentrations, whereas, at Steens Mountain the silicic magma must be very low

in REE concentrations to produce the decrease in REE's from basalt to andesite and dacite.

The Tertiary volcanism (24 - 18.5 Ma) in the Mojave block ranges from alkali basalt to

high-silica rhyolite, like at S teens Mountain. Its calc-alkaline character is not subduction

related, but caused by mixing with crustal material (Glazner, 1990). The major element

chemistry and variation trends are nearly identical to the Steens Mountain volcanic suite

except for the absence of a compositional gap between 65 and 70 wt% Si02 (Fig. 5.1).

Silica varies from 48.7 to 73.6 wt% in the Mojave block; whereas, rhyolitic lavas at Steens

Mountain reach as high as to 77.7 wt% Si02. Some trace element variations are very

similar to Steens Mountain volcanics, like Rb, Zr, Sr, Ba, Y, and Ni concentrations, but

most REE's scatter more widely in the Mojave block volcanism. Compared to Medicine

Lake, Steens volcanic rocks are also very similar in their major element chemistry.

Evidence for AFC and magma mixing in the Mojave volcanism and ERVC are, (1) multiple

plagioclase populations and sieve texture, (2) quenched inclusions of basaltic andesite in

rhyodacite at ERVC, and xenocrystic, augite-rimmed quartz in andesites and dacites, and
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(3) trace element variations. Petrographic mixing textures are common in ERVC and
Mojave block volcanics but not in the Steens volcanics, indicating reequilibration. Magmas
which show no clear textural evidence for magma mixing, but where mixing can be proven

by their geochemical composition, are called cryptic hybrids (Dungan, 1987). Elevated
87Sr/86Sr ratios in the entire basalt to rhyolite suite are consistent with a crustal

contamination model for the Mojave and eastern Nevada volcanic rocks (Grander and
Feeley, 1989; Gans et al., 1989; Glazner, 1990). At Medicine Lake (1) disequilibrium

phenocryst assemblages, (2) trace element chemistry, and (3) meltingexperiments prove
AFC and mixing.

Experimental work on Medicine Lake volcanic rocks support the idea of elevated
water content and/or higher pressure for Steens Mountain andesites. Compositional

similarities between both suites and indication of plagioclase suppression from the major
element chemistry are consistent.

In 3 areas (Egan Range, Medicine Lake, and Steens Mountains) the rhyolites form a
separate compositional group and appear to be crustal melts or fractionates of crustal melts.

Trace element concentrations from Steens Mountain rhyolites indicate a lower crust origin;
whereas, in ERVC it is a middle crust.

The main differences between the areas are the relative volumes and sequence of the

various compositions of volcanic rocks. At Steens Mountain, early rhyolitic tuffs and lava
flows are followed by dacites, andesites, and culminate in the eruption of SMB. A thin
basaltic lava flow at the base of early rhyolitic tuffs is important evidence that basalt is part
of the whole magmatic event. The volume of siicic and intermediate flows is about a fifth
of the volume of SMB in the area. Although ERVC and Mojave block volcanism are also

dominantly intennediate, the suites evolve from mafic to intermediate with few high-silica
rhyolites to dacite and rhyodacite, that is a general trend to higher Si02 in time. At Medicine

Lake the suite is dominantly basaltic and andesitic and volcanism starts with andesites
followed by basalts, rhyolites, and then by a sequence from basalt to andesites to rhyolites.

5.2 Evolutionary Model for the Steens Mountain Volcanic
Complex
The evolution to more mafic magmatism at Steens Mountain is consistent with the

general evolutionary trend of volcanism in the Basin and Range Province from intermediate

to predominantly basaltic compositions, as documented by Glazner and Ussler (1989)

through a summary of all available basalt age determinations. But this shift in magmatism
cannot in all areas be tied to a change in plate tectonic setting, such as subduction related
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volcanism versus extension (Glazner and Ussler, 1989; Gans et aL, 1989). Also, field data

contradict the theory that extensional tectonics favors the eruption of basalt. Similar to

Steens Mountain volcanics, in the Yerington district of western Nevada (Proffett, 1977),

Colorado River trough (Anderson, 1978; Nielson, 1986; Nielson and Turner, 1986;

Hazlett, 1986), and in the Mojave Desert (Glazner, 1988; Glazner et al., 1989) siicic and

intermediate compositions erupted synextensionally and show significant amounts of

tilting; in contrast, basaltic volcanism often postdates the main extension events. At Steens

Mountain and in other areas (Colorado and New Mexico), the intermediate volcanism

occurred far inland, away from any trench, and the shift in the style of volcanism is not

connected to an obvious change in tectonic setting.

Glazner and Ussler (1989) propose a model that relates crustal extension and crustal

density with magma composition and magmatic evolution. They assume "that buoyancy

forces play a prominent role in magma ascent, and subtle changes in the density difference

between crust and magma may control magmatic style." The change of volcanism at S teens

Mountain from rhyolite to clacite, andesite and then basalt may be due to changes in crustal

density caused by crustal extension and injection of mafic magmas into the lower crust

(underplating). Decreasing 18O values in the east central Nevada volcanism are consistent

with the idea of large volumes of mafic material placed into the crust (Grunder and

Wickham, accepted). Hot fluids exchanging with mantle melts acquire low öO and

ascend into, and subsequently deplete, the middle crust. Successively lower ö180 values in

the silicic volcanism, generated by middle crustal melting, are the consequence (ibid.).

Mantle derived melts will stagnate in the crust when they have reached a level of

neutral buoyancy (Ryan, 1987). This level is about at the lower to upper crust boundary,

assuming a 20 km thick upper crust with density 2.7 g/cm3 and a 20 km thick lower crust

layer with density 3.0 g/cm3 (Ryan, 1987; Glazner and Ussler, 1989). Glazner and Ussler

(1989) calculated that only small changes in density contrast between crust and magma are

required to make a stagnated basalt buoyant. Trapped basaltic magma can reduce its density

significantly by assimilation of walirock or mixing with a siicic magma. To decrease the

density of an alkali basalt by crystal fractionation, a significant amount of magnetite must

be fractionated; plagioclase fractionation has only little effect on the liquid density (2.7

g/cm3). By mixing 1 wt% Si02 into the basaltic melt the density decreases about 0.012

g/cm3 (Glazner and Ussler, 1989), and can rise to a higher crustal level or erupt.

Increasing the mean crustal density will lead to the rise and eruption of dense

magmas. Crustal extension can increase the crustal density by thinning the lower density

upper crust relative to the higher density lower crust. Mafic intrusions into the lower crust

will also increase the density of the crust. Thinning the upper crust by simple-shear low-
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angle normal faulting or thinning the entire crust by pure-shear stretching combined with
underplating of mafic plutons (2.9-2.95 g/cm3) increases the crustal density by 0.05 g/cm3
(Glazner and Ussler, 1989). Such Basin and Range crustal models are consistent with
earlier works (Eaton, 1980, 1982). Increasing the crust density by 0.05 g/cm3 is sufficient
to make basaltic melts rise to the surface (Glazner and Ussler, 1989). Therefore, as crustal

density increases with time due to extension, the volcanism changes from silicic and

intermediate compositions to basalt. The amount of contamination, assimilation and magma
mixing decreases because the basaltic magma will no longer be trapped at a midcrustal
density discontinuity.

Angular unconformaties, caused by block tilting and subsequent errosion, relate the

Steens Mountain volcanism to tectonic events. Block tilting is assumed to be caused by

Basin and Range extension. Consequently, Basin and Range extension in SE Oregon must
be at least as old as 22 Ma (the first documented tilting event) and is most likely older than
25 Ma (eruption of the rhyolitic tuft).

A model consistent with the observed volcanism at Steens Mountain is that mantle
derived magmas were injected into the crust and stagnated at a level of neutral buoyancy.

They provided the necessary heat to generate silicic partial melts (Hildreth, 1981; Huppert
and Sparks, 1988). A siicic magma chamber was then established in the crust. Through

fractionation, rhyolitic lava flows and tuffs with a range of 70 to 78 wt% SiC)2 were

created. Parts of the basaltic melts ascended into silicic melts and became more buoyant by
walirock assimilation and mixing with silicic melts. Subsequently intermediate

compositions, dacites from the Pike Creek Formation and andesites from the Steens

Mountain Volcanics, reached the surface. The Steens Mountain Basalts cap the whole
volcanic sequence and erupted after extension and underplating caused a sufficient density
increase of the crust, and therefore allowed high density magmas to rise to the surface. The

influence of contamination decreases with evolution in the Steens Mountainvolcanic

complex, as proposed by the model of Basin and Range volcanism from Glazner and
Ussler (1989).

5.3 Estimation of Amount of Extension and Crustal Density
Change.

Assuming rotational planar normal faulting (Fig. 5.2) it is possible to calculate the
percentage extension by using the following equations from Thompson (1960).
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Fig. 5.2: Relationship between fault dip and extension (after Thompson, 1960).
For explanation see text.
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% ext. = (x-L) 100
[sin (4)0) .1] 100

sin 4)

F sin 4%ext_[. 1] 100

0: dip of bedding x: length after extension
4): angle between normal fault and bedding L: thickness of fault block
4): dip of normal fault

The greatest dip of bedding is measured in sediments of the oldest map unit Tac
with 25° SW. The eastern fault scarp is a high angle normal fault with approximate dip of

55-60° E. Using the equation above the maximum extension is about 20%. Because

rotational extension is often more complex (Wernicke and Burchfiel, 1982), the calculated

amount of extension is only an approximation. The model assumes no penetrative

deformation or pressure solution. Decreasing the fault dip to 450 increases the percentage

extension to 30% (Fig. 5.3). For the Steens Mountain area an additional small amount of

extension is due to non-rotational normal faulting along the high angle fault planes

documented in the large displacement between Steens Mountain and Alvord Desert.

The maximum effect on the crustal mean density caused by extension can be

calculated when assuming a simple-shear, low-angle normal faulting model (Bartley and

Wernicke, 1984) and thinning only the upper crust. Using a crust model in which the upper

half of the crust has a density of 2.7 g/cm3 and the lower half has a density of 3.0 g/cm3,

30% extension of only the upper crust changes the mean density by 0.026 g/cm3, from

2.85 g/cm3 to 2.876 g/cm3. Consequently, in order to increase themean crustal density by

0.05 g/cm3, the magnitude suggested by Glazner and Ussler (1989) to allow rise of basalt,

30% crustal extension alone is not enough and injection of mafic plutons into the lower
crust seems necessary.
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Chapter Six: Conclusions

Volcanism at Steens Mountain proceeded from early rhyolitic tuffs to rhyolitic lava

flows, dacites, andesites, and ended with the eruption of SMB. The relationships are

complex and basalt, andesites, dacites, and rhyolites of the volcanic suite at Steens

Mountains are not related to each other by simple crystal fractionation alone. Major, minor,

and especially trace element chemistry of the basalt, andesites, dacites, and rhyolites
indicate assimilation plus fractional crystallization (AFC) and magma mixing. Some
andesites can be evolved by AFC and elevated water pressure from a SMB parent;

whereas, andesites with low REE concentrations, as well as all dacites, require magma

mixing with a siicic melt low in REE's.

Rhyolites are related to each other by crystal fractionation and are not directly

related to the rest of the suite. They most likely originated from partial melting of depleted

lower crust followed by assimilation of K-feldspar rich upper crust lithology and

fractionation of a plagioclase dominated assemblage.

AFC and magma mixing are probably typical magma processes for the Basin and

Range Province volcanism. These processes decrease the density of stagnated basaltic melt

and subsequently increase their buoyancy. Major element compositions are not in all cases

indicative of AFC or magma mixing; whereas, minor element (in this study P205) and REE

variations are sensitive to identification and distinction between the two processes. The

process of magma mixing is difficult to evaluate through the rocks mineral assemblage,

when magmas were mixed well and most phenocrysts were recycled, or had time to re-

equilibrate, like in the andesites and dacites of the study area.

Calk-alkaline characteristics in andesites and dacites, such as depletion in Ti02, Nb,

and Zr are probably superimposed through crustal assimilation and magma mixing with

partial crustal melts. The high trace element concentrations in basalt SC1 and average SB

may be due to AFC, or may be an original mantle feature.

The established stratigraphy and mapped angular unconformities indicate that active

volcanic episodes alternated with episodes of erosion and block tilting. Tilting events are

thought to be connected with extensional tectonics. The amount of extension is estimated

from structural relationships to be about 30%.

The fact that a thin basalt flow, sample SC!, lies underneath Taft tuff suggests that

mafic and silicic magma chambers existed close to each other, maybe at the same time.

Absence of the Pike Creek Formation and thinning of lava flows towards the south,

indicate that the center of magmatism was farther north, probably near Alvord Ranch.

There ash-flow tuffs and rhyolitic lava flows occure low in the section and originated from
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partial melting of the crust, that was most likely triggered by ascending mantle-derived

magma. Extensional stress and heat from the mantle magma provided the necessary energy

for crustal melting. The following intermediate compositions from Pike Creek Formation

and Steens Mountain Volcanics (Andesitic Series) are strongly influenced by crustal

material, and contain different proportions of mantle and crust material. REE variations

indicate that mixing with a silicic magma was more important in dacites, as opposed to
AFC in andesites.
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I. Appendix

Geological Map and Profiles
(see folder in the back)
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II. Appendix

Sample Locations, Rock and Petrographic Descriptions
Sample locations and rock descriptions of analyzed rocks are summarized here. For

some rocks thin sections were prepared and petrographic descriptions are given. Samples

are grouped according to map unit and are described in ascending stratigraphic order.

Locations are given by Quadrangle, Township, Range, 1/4 section, elevation, and nearest
creek. Many of the rock samples are from north of my mapping area.

Alvord Creek Formation

map unit Tac

SC!: Fine-grained, microcrystalline basalt.

Q. Fields, T. 36 5., R. 33 E., 1/4 sec. 32, elevation 4320 feet, Scoubes Creek.

The microcrystalline rock has small amounts of interstitial glass. An intersertal

texture is marked by clinopyroxene and plagioclase grains in ophitic intergrowth. In

between dark-brown, altered glass, black angular Fe-Ti-oxides and yellow-green chlorite

occur. The 0.2-3 mm large, random plagioclase laths are moderately to strongly sericitized.

Small inclusions of sericite and Fe-Ti-oxides occur. A crystallization sequence of

plagioclase followed by cinopyroxene, olivine, and Fe-Ti oxides is indicated by the
intergrowth relationship.

modal estimates: plagioclase 50-60%

chlorite 10-15%

olivine 5-10%

dlinopyroxene 5-10%

Fe-Ti-oxides 10%

altered glass 10%

C1a:, Fine-grained rhyolite.

Q. Fields, T. 36 5., R. 33 E., 1/4 sec. 32, elevation 4330 feet, Scoubes Creek.

In a vitrophyric groundmass lie microcrystalline, anhedral quartz and feldspar

phenocrysts, 0.1-1 mm in size. The groundmass consists of dark-brown, partly altered

glass with unidentified gray and beige grains. Anhedral shaped phenocrysts are randomly

oriented and distributed. The crystal content reaches approximately 20%.
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modal estimates: quartz 60%

feldspar 30%

Fe-Ti-oxides 10%

map unit Taft

CA2, CA4, XI. X3. B2: Rhyolitic, crystal-rich, ash-flow tuff.
CA2: Q. V Lake, T. 36 S., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 4400 feet, Carison Creek.

CA4: Q. V Lake, T. 36 S., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 5320 feet, Carison Creek.

Xl: Q. V Lake, T. 36 S., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 29, elevation 4520 feet.
X3: Q. V Lake, T. 36 5., R. 33 5., 1/4 sec. 29, elevation 4680 feet.
B2: Q. V Lake, T. 36 S., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 20, elevation 4520 feet, Bone Creek.

Top of Taft, CA2 and CA4: The top part of the ash-flow tuff is welded and has an

eutaxitic structure. Recrystallized, moderately elongated fiamme and glass shards are

flattened in a now partly devitrified vitroclastic texture. In the recrystallized vitroclastic

matrix are welded pumice with silky, fibrous texture, different kind of lithics, and

phenocrysts of partly resorbed and broken quartz crystals, subhedral sanidine (1-5 mm)

some with Carlsbad twinning, a few plagioclase crystals, altered biotite laths, and Fe-Ti-

oxides. Some plagioclase crystals are completely surrounded by hematite, which may be
due to vapor-phase alteration. Red-brown hematite and magnetite occur. The red

groundmass color is due to oxidation. The crystal content ranges from 30-40%.

Middle part of Taft, X3, B2, and Xl: The middle part of the ash-flow tuff has a
porphyritic texture with a completely recrystallized, cryptocrystalline groundmass.

Remnants of glass shards are not preserved. Phenocrysts of resorbed and rounded quartz

(0.5-2 mm), altered and broken feldspar, Fe-Ti-oxides dominantly hematite, and biotite

crystals are randomly distributed. The crystal content is slightly higher than in the upper
ash-flow layers.

modal estimates: quartz 50%

sanidine 35-40%

plagioclase 5%

biotite 1-3%

Fe-Ti-oxides 1-3%

accessory zircon
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Light gray, compact rhyolitic tuff with 5-10% phenocrysts of sanidine,

quartz, and plagioclase. The rock contains small amounts of lithics and fiamme.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 16, elevation 5640 feet, Willow Creek
(north side).

QJ. Dark gray to black, fine grained andesite. Mauic top of the rhyolitic tuff with

small amounts of large plagioclase and pyroxene phenocrysts (2-8 mm) and an eutaxitic
structure.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 21, elevation 5160 feet, Cottonwood

Creek (north side).

Pike Creek Formation

map unit Tprl

Ek.Glassy, black, aphyric rhyolite. Sample is from the top of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 5000 feet, Pike Creek
(north side).

map unit Tpds

J Devitrified, light blue-gray rhyolitic tuff, with approximately 30% white-

pinkish, large (0.2-1 cm) feldspar crystals. Sample is from the top of tuff.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 30, elevation 5200 feet, Indian Creek
(north side).

map unit Tpru

I2. Glassy, dark gray, perlitic vitrophyric rhyolite, with gray-green feldspar (0.2-

0.6 cm) and biotite crystals. Sample is from the bottom of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 5., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 30, elevation 5320 feet, Indian Creek
(north side).

map unit Tpdl

3b:, Glassy, black rhyolite, with feldspar and partly altered biotite crystals.

Sample is from the bottom of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 5100 feet, Pike Creek
(north side).
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P3a: Glassy, black to dark gray rhyolite, with light greenish feldspar (0.3 cm) and

black biotite crystals. Sample is from the top of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec 17, elevation 5280 feet, Pike Creek
(north side).

map unit Tpdm

E2.. Glassy, gray-green, perlitic rhyolite vitrophyre, with biotite and feldspar

crystals. Sample is from the bottom of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 5440 feet, Pike Creek.

LA3: Glassy, dark gray to black, perlitic rhyolite vitrophyre, with about 30% light-

greenish feldspar crystals (0.4 cm) and <5% biotite. Sample is from the bottom of lava
flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 5320 feet, Little Alvord

Creek (south side).

LA2: Devitrified, gray-green rhyolite, with about 40%, gray feldspar crystals (0.2-

0.6 cm) and about 10%, black small flakes of biotite (0.1 cm). Sample is from near the top
of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 5800 feet, Little Alvord

Creek (south side).

map unit Tpdu

LA 1: Glassy, dark-gray, perlitic rhyolite vitrophyre, with greenish feldspar and

biotite crystals. Sample is from the bottom of lava flow.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 5., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 5640 feet, Little Alvord
Creek (south side).

Steens Mountain Volcanics (Andesitic Series)

map unit Tslf

j4 Dark-gray, very fine-grained andesite, with tiny plagioclase crystals.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 5., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 28, elevation 5200 feet, Cottonwood
Creek.
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map unit Tsuf

Dark gray, very fine grained andesite, with tiny pyroxene (1-2 mm) and tiny
plagioclase crystals,

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 21, elevation 5440 feet, Cottonwood
Creek (north side).

map unit Tspa

LA1a: Light gray dacite, with pyroxene and plagioclase phenocrysts.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 5440 feet, Little Alvord

Creek (north side).

Glassy, dark gray to black, fine grained dacite.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 34 5., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 21, elevation 5560 feet, Cottonwood
Creek.

Phenocrysts of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and orthopyroxene are bedded in a

glass-rich microcrystalline matrix of dominantly tiny plagioclase laths and minor

clinopyroxene, orthopyroxene, and Fe-Ti-oxides. The phenocryst content is about 5%.

modal estimates: plagioclase 40%

orthopyroxene 20- 30%

clinopyroxene 30%

Fe-Ti-oxides <5%

map unit Tsf-

CA3: Dark gray to black, fine grained pyroxene andesite.

Q. V Lake, T. 36 5., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 4860 feet, Carlson Creek.

The piotaxitic texture consists of tightly packed, subparallel plagioclase microlites,

0.1-0.4 mm in size, with interstitial cryptociystalline grains of random orientated

clinopyroxene, Fe-Ti-oxides, and less than 1% larger plagioclase phenocrysts, 1-2mm in

size. Some plagioclase phenocrysts are resorbed and have a spongy texture. The sample is
from the lower flow of unit Tsf.

modal estimates: plagioclase 80- 90%

clinopyroxene 10-15%

Fe-Ti-oxides 3-5%
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map unit Tsf-a

CA5:, Dark gray, fine grained pyroxene andesite.

Q. V Lake, T. 36 S., R. 33 S., 1/4 sec. 17, elevation 5000 feet, Carison Creek.

Small amount (1-2%) of phenocrysts, pyroxene and plagioclase (1-2 mm), are in a

glass rich matrix carrying granular Fe-Ti-oxide, clinopyroxene, olivine and dominantly

microlitic plagioclase. Plagioclase laths in the piotaxitic texture are subparallel, indicating

flow. The crystallization sequence, taken from the crystal size, was plagioclase followed by

olivine and then dinopyroxene. The sample is from the upper flow of unit Tsf.

modal estimates: plagioclase 60%

clinopyroxene 15%

olivine 15%

Fe-Ti-oxides 1-5%

glass 10%

map unit Tsf

3Y Dark gray-green, fine grained dacite, with tiny pyroxene and plagioclase

crystals.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 16, elevation 5840 feet, Willow

Creek.

map unit Tsfb

WZ. Dark gray, violet, green, fine grained andesite, with tiny plagioclase crystals.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 9, elevation 6380 feet, Willow Creek.

map unit Tsaf

Dark gray, fine grained andesite, with tiny plagioclase crystals.

Q. Alvord Hot Springs, T. 33 S., R. 34 E., 1/4 sec. 8, elevation 6800 feet, Willow Creek.

map unit Tss

JILL Red-brown rhyolitic breccia, with 5-10% phenocrysts of quartz and sanidine.

Q. Fields, T. 37 S., R. 32 3/4 E., 1/4 sec. 1, elevation 6800 feet, near Alvord Peak.
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